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On Scientific Enquiry and Computational Argumentation
Federico Cerutti1

Abstract. In this speculative paper we discuss how existing work in
formal argumentation can support the creation of a Regulæ Philoso-
phandi Ratiocinator, i.e. a machinery implementing general prin-
ciples of formal science. In particular, we review two research
projects in this light, one aimed at supporting intelligence analysis—
CISpaces.org—and one aimed at assessing natural language inter-
faces to formal argumentation.

1 INTRODUCTION

Epistemology is central to western philosophy: the pessimistic cave
story of Plato as well as the optimistic of anamnesis are examples of
it. When it comes to using computer science to support epistemol-
ogy we cannot avoid to look at Leibniz and his Caluculs Ratiocina-
tor—e.g. [3, p. 654]—as a precursor of several approaches aimed at
creating a language for representing every piece of available knowl-
edge and then applying logical reasoning to infer new knowledge.
While extremely powerful in specific contexts, those approaches are
not widely adopted in scientific enquiry due to their general lack
of robustness against highly uncertain and only partially observable
phenomena.

This paper is in favour of a Regulæ Philosophandi Ratiocinator
(cf. [9, p. 387]) that implements modern and widely adopted theo-
ries of epistemology. In particular, according to Popper, the advance-
ment of scientific knowledge is based upon a process of conjecture
and refutation [10], an inherently argumentative process. In Section 2
we summarise the CISpaces.org project [13] and show how existing
theories of computational argumentation can already provide (lim-
ited) support for scientific enquiry in real domains. While we abstain
from discussing approaches to argument mining [8], language clearly
plays a role in formulation of theories. However, “although clarity is
valuable in itself, exactness or precision is not [. . . ]. Words are signif-
icant only as instruments for the formulation of theories, and verbal
problems are tiresome: they should be avoided at all cost” [10, p. 28].
In Section 3 we summarise an experiment assessing natural language
interfaces to formal argumentation [1] and criticise it.

2 SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF INTELLIGENCE
ANALYSIS: CISPACES

In [13] we discuss how the process of representing reasoning
lines using argumentation schemes [15] and structured argumenta-
tion techniques—in particular a simplified version of ASPIC [7]—
supports, with the help of efficient algorithms for computing seman-
tics extensions [2], the process of sensemaking, by complementing
human expertise in the generation of intelligence products.

1Cardiff university, UK, CeruttiF@cardiff.ac.uk

CISpaces.org, based upon [13], facilitates the core phase of sense-
making within the intelligence analysis process in a declarative for-
mat. Intelligence analysis is an iterative process of foraging for in-
formation and sensemaking in which the analysis structure increases
incrementally from a shoebox of information, through evidence files,
to the generation and evaluation of hypotheses.

CISpaces.org therefore supports—yet not guide—the analyst in
a process of conjecture—of hypotheses—and refutation, based on
critical questions and other known arguments/facts through an as-
sessment of their acceptability status. Although CISpaces.org has
been developed for addressing tactical situational understanding
problems—in particular answering questions associated to who did
what, when, where, and to which purpose, hence linking causes to
effects and evaluating competing hypotheses—in [5] we showed its
flexibility by analysing the case of Prosecutor v. Karadžić (MICT-13-
55-A) in front of the UN International Criminal Tribunal.

Let us consider here a simpler case. In [14] (now retracted), Wake-
field et al. present an early report investigating the case of 12 children
experiencing a loss of acquired skills, including language, where
“onset of behavioural symptoms was associated, by the parents, with
measles, mumps, and rubella [MMR ed.] vaccination in eight of the
12 children” (conjecture).

This paper triggered a larger study (a cohort of 537,303 children)
summarised in [4] where it it is shown that “There was no association
between the age at the time of vaccination, the time since vaccination,
or the date of [MMR ed.] vaccination and the development of autistic
disorder” (refutation).

While in principle those arguments can be formalised and han-
dled by CISpaces.org, thus supporting in part the claim that compu-
tational argumentation can be of benefit for scientific enquiry, they
also highlight the need for further studies. The class of argumenta-
tion schemes used in scientific enquiry is only partially overlapping
with those analysed in [15]. For instance, the findings discussed in
[4] heavily rely on results from statistics that should be further rep-
resented in form of arguments. While in some cases arguing on the
basis of the results of statistical tests or probabilistic inferences with-
out further discussions can be acceptable [16], in other cases a deeper
analysis [12] might be necessary. This in general depends on the au-
dience of the analysis, which manifests the need for communicating
arguments.

3 NATURAL LANGUAGE INTERFACES TO
FORMAL ARGUMENTATION

The use of graphical models is the most common approach used in
the formal argumentation community to capture argumentative struc-
tures. However they require a significant levels of training and re-
source to be produced and consumed. Instead of training users on an-
other (graphical) language for representing argumentative structures,



we can leverage our societal model, through which we are trained in
reading and writing; that is, using natural language.

It is germane to consider one specific communicative goal, namely
explaining the acceptability status of arguments in a given argumen-
tation framework. In an experiment described in [1], we investigate
this communication goal with a Wizard of Oz approach—hence man-
ually generating different pieces of texts—albeit not in a scientific
enquiry context.

The experiment consists of presenting participants with texts, writ-
ten in natural language, followed by a questionnaire. Texts provide
natural language interfaces to the following knowledge base for-
malised using [11]: Γ “ xS,Dy with S “ ts1 :ñ sAAA; s2 :ñ
sBBBu and D “ tr1 : sAAA ^ „ exAAA ñ c; r2 :
sBBB ^ „ exBBB ñ  c; r3 :„ expref ñ r1 ă r2u.
According to [11] Γ gives rise to the following set of arguments:
Args “ ta1 “ xs1, r1y,a2 “ xs2, r2y,a3 “ xr3yu where
a2 Args-defeats a1, hence the set of justified arguments is ta2,a3u.

We generate texts for four different domains, including weather
forecast (derived from an example discussed in [6]):

The weather forecasting service of the broadcasting company
AAA says that it will rain tomorrow. Meanwhile, the forecast
service of the broadcasting company BBB says that it will be
cloudy tomorrow but that it will not rain. It is also well known
that the forecasting service of BBB is more accurate than the
one of AAA.

Participants then are asked to determine which of the following posi-
tions they think is accurate: Tomorrow will rain (PA); Tomorrow will
not rain (PB); I cannot conclude anything tomorrow weather (PU).

Our hypothesis is that the majority of participants would agree
with BBB’s statement (position PB). While such an hypothesis is
supported in general, in the case of weather forecast the actual per-
centages of agreement are: 5% for PA; 50% for PB; and 45% for
PU. When asked to justify their position, the majority of participants
supportive of PU refers to the fact that weather forecast naturally
carries high uncertainty.

An interesting question—that we hope to answer soon—is
whether significantly different results could be obtained using modi-
fied textual representations, such as the following:

Tomorrow will be cloudy but not rainy according to BBB; op-
posite forecast is provided by AAA, known to be untrustworthy.

Indeed, critiques to this experiment can be: (1) different formula-
tions might very well serve the same communicative goal; (2) differ-
ent audience will require different level of explanation.

Regarding the first aspect, in CISpaces.org we adopt a rather prag-
matic approach. The output of its natural language generation system
in the given case would be2 the following:

We have reasons to believe that:
‚ tomorrow should be cloudy but not rainy
Here the pieces of information we received:
‚ The weather forecasting service of the broadcasting com-

pany AAA says that it will rain tomorrow.
‚ The forecast service of the broadcasting company BBB says

that it will be cloudy tomorrow but that it will not rain.
‚ It is well known that the forecasting service of BBB is more

accurate than the one of AAA.
2Currently CISpaces.org does not handle preferences (yet) hence the hy-

pothetical sentence.

Regarding the second aspect, it is worth noticing that the above
three natural language interfaces expose neither the reasoning lines
linking premises to conclusion, e.g. “The weather forecasting service
of the broadcasting company AAA says that it will rain tomorrow,
therefore tomorrow should rain;” nor the reasoning lines leading to
computing the acceptability status of arguments, e.g. “Since AAAs
and BBBs conclusions are incompatible, and since BBB is more ac-
curate than AAA, it is reasonable to tentatively conclude that tomor-
row should not rain.”

4 CONCLUSION
In this speculative paper we argue that scientific enquiry can be sup-
ported by formal argumentation, that is uniquely equipped to imple-
ment the process of conjecture and refutation discussed by Popper
[10]. While we base our speculation only on anecdotal evidence, no-
tably adaptations of CISpaces.org and of previous experiments on
natural language interfaces to formal argumentation, they seem con-
vincing enough to suggest that we can soon be equipped to build a
Regulæ Philosophandi Ratiocinator, a machinery implementing gen-
eral principles of formal science.
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Argumentation patterns and strategies in financial 
communication genres  

Rudi Palmierii 

Ever since its origins in Ancient Rhetoric, the study of 
argumentation has been characterised by an explicit and strong 
interest in the actual uses of reasoning in contexts of public 
interaction, particularly politics and law.  In recent years, the 
range of contexts investigated by the argumentation community 
has significantly extended to include domains like health, 
science and education, journalism and finance. In this talk, I will 
present financial communication as an inherently argumentative 
context and an emergent field of argumentation research. I will 
explain why argumentation is so relevant for finance and what 
benefits argumentation research can gain from studying the 
strategic uses of arguments in the financial context (Palmieri, 
2017). Then, I will discuss some significant results obtained 
from the dialectical and rhetorical analysis of argumentative 
interactions in different financial market activities. More in 
particular, I will review and discuss recent studies which attempt 
to bring together qualitative and quantitative analytic approaches 
through computer-aided manual and semi-automatic annotation 
of corpora referring to different financial communication genres, 
like entrepreneurial pitches, earnings conference calls, profit 
warnings and financial news stories and comments. 
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Arguments in Gradatio, Incrementum and Climax; a
Climax Ontology

Cliff O’Reilly1 and Yetian Wang2 and Katherine Tu3 and Sarah Bott4 and Paulo Pacheco5

and Tyler William Black6 and Randy Allen Harris 7

Abstract. Climax is a compound rhetorical figure that in-
cludes Incrementum and Gradatio; Gradatio, in turn, is a series of
Anadiploses. We report on a novel suite of ontologies that describe
these figures and their interconnections. With influence ranging from
ancient analysts to a particular study by Jeanne Fahnestock we model
the figural structure and aspects of argumentation and cognitive
affinities. The key structures for the purpose of argumentation are
two overlapping ordered series that give support to claims argued
by the coalescing figures. Incrementum has a uni-directional series
that exhibits a semantic increase whereas Gradatio shows an overlap-
ping series where semantic properties are distributed less evenly. The
resultant Climax comprises these two constituent figures and pro-
duces a complex argument structure where overlapping series gen-
erate multiple, reinforcing claims. Our ontologies are developed in
the Web Ontology Language (OWL), validated for consistency and
published online.

1 INTRODUCTION
The subject of this report is the rhetorical figure of Climax. It is a
figure long in history and deep in complexity. We describe the his-
tory and background of research in this field—both linguistic and
computational—and follow that with an outline of our own investi-
gations. The resulting ontology output is available online.8

The importance of rhetorical figures for Argumentation generally
([1], [11], [7], [17], [16], [24], [47]) and Computer Argumentation
in particular ([12], [13], [20], [27], [25]) is increasingly clear. When-
ever we deal with rhetorical figures, however, we cannot overlook the
fact that the traditional literature presents considerable challenges.
The tradition is a long and multiplex one—multicultural, multilin-
guistic, multidisciplinary, and multifactorial—full of riches, but also
inconsistent and occasionally even contradictory. The terminology
can be especially troublesome. We focus on a small cluster of re-
lated figures we call Climax, Gradatio, Anadiplosis, and Incre-
mentum, names drawn from the tradition but fixed more precisely
by the Waterloo Rhetorical Figure Ontology (sketched briefly, at dif-
ferent stages, in [16] and [25]). Climax is the central figure in this
project; the other three all occur as independent figures, but when

1 Anglia Ruskin University, UK, email: cliff.oreilly@anglia.ac.uk
2 University of Waterloo, Canada, email: yetian.wang@uwaterloo.ca
3 University of Waterloo, Canada, email: ktu@uwaterloo.ca
4 University of British Columbia, Canada, email: sarah.bott@alumni.ubc.ca
5 University of Waterloo, Canada, email: ppacheco@uwaterloo.ca
6 University of Waterloo, Canada, email: twblack@edu.uwaterloo.ca
7 University of Waterloo, Canada, email: raha@uwaterloo.ca
8 http://artsresearch.uwaterloo.ca/rhetfig/
climactic_ont.owl

combined they realize the figure Climax. Our research is therefore
a contribution to computational argument studied and the study of
rhetorical figures, especially their combinatorics. The term Climax
has an ancient provenance—from the Greek κλιμαξ (meaning ladder
or staircase). Aristotle may reference it, in his defining treatise Art of
Rhetoric, discussing the “the manner of Epicharmus”—a comedic
dramatist known for exaggeration. Aristotle uses the terms combi-
nation (συντιθεναι) and building up (εποικοδομειν, e.g. as in a
house). “[C]ombination,” he says in this context, “is an exhibition
of great superiority and appears to the origin of great things” and
notes that “of two things that which is nearer the end proposed is
preferable” [1]. But Rhys Roberts, in his popular translation, in fact
renders εποικοδομειν as Climax, and the great 19th century Clas-
sicist, Edward Meredith Cope, glosses Aristotle’s comments on the
style of Epicharmus here as “the building up of one phrase upon (επι)
another, one rising above another step by step, like the rounds of ‘a
ladder’ (κλιμαξ), or the stages of a building” [11]:1.142.

The term Gradatio is from the Latin for step (gradus). It appears in
the early handbook erroneously attributed to Cicero, the Rhetoric ad
Herennium, where Caplan translates it as Climax, and translates the
definition as “the figure in which the speaker passes to the following
word only after advancing by steps to the preceding one” [10], along
with numerous, not fully uniform examples, such as the following:

I did not conceive this without counselling it; I did not coun-
sel it without myself at once undertaking it; I did not undertake
it without completing it; nor did I complete it without winning
approval of it. (1)

Some of the examples, though not all, include a semantic incline
(a ‘ladder’). The author notes that the defining characteristic of Gra-
datio is “the constant repetition of the preceding word,” over phrase
or clause breaks, adding that this repetition “carries a certain charm”
[10].

The two words, then, are frequently treated as Greek/Latin syn-
onyms. But we can see at least two processes at work, and the Wa-
terloo Rhetorical Figure Ontology definitions isolate these processes.
We use Gradatio for the step-wise advancement, phrase-to-phrase or
clause-to-clause signaled by the repetition across phrase or clause
boundaries. We use Climax for those cases where this movement
‘rises up’ as on a ladder, a classic example being:

The industry of Africanus brought him excellence, his ex-
cellence glory, his glory rivals. (2)

Here we see not just the repetition across clause boundaries, but
an ‘increase,’ a semantic ‘rising up’ with the relevant terms: excel-
lence is surpassed by glory (note, too, that industry is surpassed by



excellence). But there are two further decompositions we need for
full precision of Climax, one lexico-syntactic, the other semantic—
respectively, they are the rhetorical figures Anadiplosis and Incre-
mentum.

The term Anadiplosis is from the Greek (αναδιπλωσις), meaning
‘doubling.’ It is defined by Susenbrutos as “when the last word of a
previous clause is repeated at the beginning of the following clause,”
giving examples such as:

Then follows wondrously beautiful Astyr, Astyr, relying on
his steed. [7]:50 (3)

The term Incrementum is perhaps the only self-evident one among
our figural terms, since English has absorbed it into ordinary lan-
guage, for quantitative or qualitative increases. The Early Modern
rhetorician, Henry Peachum defines it “as is a form of speech, which
by degrees . . . we make our saying grow, and increase by an orderly
placing of wordes making the latter word alwaies exceede the former
in the force of signification,” with examples like this:

Neither silver, gold, nor precious stones might be compared
to her vertues. (4)

The distinguishing characteristic of Incrementum is a series of
words (three or more) from the same semantic domain, in which
each subsequent word in the series increases along some metric (size,
beauty, intensity, status, and so on).

As English scholar Michael Ullyot has noted, “[G]radatio’s ad-
mixture with other figures and tropes makes its edge cases more dif-
ficult to detect” [6] and this phenomenon of interweaving figures was
a key theme of our research from conception through to implemen-
tation; indeed, that is what makes our project so interesting. More
precise definitions and further examples follow in the body of our
paper, but the relation among our figures is as follows:

• Anadiplosis features repeating elements on either side of a phrase
or clause boundary.

• Gradatio is a series of Anadiploses.
• Incrementum is a series of same-domain words in which each sub-

sequent word marks an increase along some semantic scale.
• Climax is an amalgam of Gradatio and Incrementum, such that

each word featured in a phrase- or clause-boundary repetition-pair
marks an increase along some semantic scale.

We use the word ontology (another linguistic import from the
Greeks) in two ways. First, simply as a means of describing elements
within a domain such as those of rhetorical figures, argumentation
and cognition. The second is more formal and necessitates a rep-
resentation scheme and a framework of formal logic, both within
a computational system. We choose the Web Ontology Language
(OWL)9 for its flexibility, freely-available tools and interoperability
within the Semantic Web movement [3].

Our research goal is manifold: to elucidate in more detail the struc-
tures within the figure of Climax and others related to it; to record
these structures in a formal way with a clear, controlled output to be
used in computational research into rhetoric and natural language of
higher order; and finally to delve deeper into the workings of these
figures and illuminate aspects that cross over into related fields such
as Natural Argumentation and Cognitive Science.

Our implementation of a suite of ontologies came after much de-
liberation and discussion of the ways in which the various schemes

9 https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/OWL

and tropes act and our methods and resultant output are discussed
in subsequent sections. So far our implementation is limited to the
few figures we have studied closely. Although ultimately intended
for automatic figure detection, this is a current future goal and we
bear in mind the experience of others in pigeon-holing the works of
writers across the ages: “Authors of literary texts take license with
the formal conventions of rhetorical figures; their departures from
convention are (as we have argued) a hallmark of individual literary
style. Our task as human readers is to judge whether the form is a
sufficient and necessary condition for the function” [6].

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Rhetorical Figures

The two most common types of rhetorical figures are tropes, which
concern meaning, and schemes, which concern form. Tropes, such
as Metaphor, Metonymy, or Synecdoche, are based on semantics,
whereas Schemes, such as Rhyme, Alliteration, and Anadiplosis, are
based on form. Our ontology involves both tropes (Incrementum),
schemes (Anadiplosis, Gradatio) and combinations of the two (Cli-
max). Being subsumed by the semantic category for matters of tax-
onomy, we consider Climax to be a trope. Compared to tropes like
Metaphor and Metonymy, the figures in our ontology have not been
as thoroughly studied. In her 1996 article [15], Fahnestock devel-
ops a place in argumentation for Incrementum and Gradatio. In their
manuscript [6], Bradley and Ullyot use regular expressions to find
instances of Gradatio.

Anadiplosis is the repetition of the last word or word string of one
colon (a clause which is grammatically, but not logically, complete)
at the beginning of the subsequent colon (“sleet” in (5)). When mul-
tiple Anadiploses occur in succession, this is known as Gradatio.
Gradatio then is a sequence of Anadiploses. Examples (6) and (7)
are instances of Gradatio.

Snow turned to sleet, sleet to rain. [14]:124 (5)

Out of joy strength came, strength that was fashioned to
bear sorrow; sorrow brought forth joy. [2]:257–258 (6)

Be secret then, trust not the open air, for air is breath, and
breath blown words raise care. [29]:372 (7)

Incrementum—a figure of semantic increase—is often contrasted
with another figure, Decrementum, a figure of semantic decrease. For
the purposes of our ontology, the figures of Incrementum and Decre-
mentum have been combined into Incrementum, as both figures con-
tain a succession of words with scalar, absolute-value increase—
whatever the direction of this increase, we argue, depends on one’s
point of view. (4) is an instance of Incrementum (with “silver”,
“gold”, “precious stones” and “her vertues” increasing semantically);
(8) arguably contains a Decrementum and then an Incrementum, but
we consider them both Incrementa (with semantic increase or de-
crease between the pairs of objects, from “proud man” and “Lucifer”
to “flowers in medowes” and “stars”).

In dispraise. Thus a proud man is called Lucifer, a drunk-
ard a swine, an angry man mad. In praise. Thus a fair virgin is
called an Angel; good musick celestial harmony; and flowers in
medowes, stars. [42] (8)



The figure of Climax is a Gradatio with semantic increase, where
the elements of the Anadiploses of the Gradatio are the same as
the elements of the Incrementum. Again, when Gradatio occurs with
Decrementum, it is often known as Anti-climax, but for the purposes
of our ontology, we call both these of figures Climax. Examples (9)
and (10) are instances of Climax (where in (9), the repeating ele-
ments are “hours”, “days” and “year”; in (10), the repeating elements
are “designer” and “person”).

Minutes are hours there, and the hours are days, / Each
day’s a year, and every year an age. [44] (9)

Design must have had a designer. That designer must have
been a person. That person is GOD. [35] (10)

The form of each of these figures is paired with a function that
in turn renders each of these figures cognitive. Anadiplosis contains
lexical repetition in salient positions (namely colon boundaries). Gra-
datio contains the same lexical repetition and positioning, as well as
succession. Incrementum contains succession and semantic increase.
And Climax contains all of these—lexical repetition, positioning,
succession, and semantic increase.

Another important characteristic of rhetorical figures is their ten-
dency to occur simultaneously. For example, (9) is an instance of Cli-
max, but also contains Rhyme; (10), also a Climax, contains Polyp-
toton or a repetition of words with derivational changes (“design”
and “designer”). Note that the very definition of Climax has Gradatio
and Incrementum occurring simultaneously, and that the definition of
Gradatio includes Anadiplosis.

2.2 Argumentation
Argumentation theory “is a rich, interdisciplinary area of research
straddling the fields of philosophy, communication studies, linguis-
tics, and psychology” and involves many theoretical constructions
such as Argument, Arguer (or Proponent), Audience, Rebuttal, Con-
tradiction etc. [4]. For our models we make use of two key ideas—
Claim and Support. A Claim is a central point in an argument that is
being assumed or conveyed by an Arguer. Supports are assumptions
that attempt to convince the audience that the Claim is valid.

Despite the fact that, in the modern computational period, “rhetori-
cians and argumentation scholars have been very slow to catch on
to the role of rhetorical figures in argumentation” [25], there are a
number of studies which influence this growing field and our project
within it.

A major influence on our research is Jeanne Fahnestock’s work on
Incrementum and Gradatio [15]. Fahnestock covers authoritatively
the rhetorical background of these and related figures and then, be-
ginning with Aristotle’s Topics, expounds on their relation to the
making of arguments. Firstly, rhetorical figures can be used to epito-
mize arguments; that is, an argument is often conveniently and mem-
orably summed up in a phrase containing rhetorical figures. This is
especially true for Incrementum, which can serve diverse argumenta-
tive functions. One key function is the graded series—analogous to
the “dialectical tradition of arguing from the more or the less”. Incre-
menta can be defined by the way they create a set of related elements
that vary over the length of a figure. This can be done to bridge anti-
thetical points (for example, without the use of Incrementum, there is
a large conceptual gap between “minutes” and “age” in (9), “design”
and “God” in (10), etc.). Most often this variation is uni-directional
and, as she says of Kenneth Burke’s assessment: “it invites the audi-
ence’s participation in its construction or completion, a participation

that amounts to a kind of identification with the formal device” [15].
A commonality of genus or category must be perceived in the arguer
or audience and our ontologies wrap this complexity in the concept
of Idea. Important also is the ordering by increase or decrease of the
common quantity or attribute—which we model in Incrementum as
an Increase property on the Idea entity. This is even more effective
in Climax, where the repetition of Gradatio can be used to link the
increasing ideas more strongly. Incrementum can also be used to ar-
gue that the value of something is greater than another. For example,
in (4), “her vertues” is placed after “precious stones”, suggesting that
“her vertues” are the most valuable of the objects given.

Argued by Aristotle (and Fahnestock) is that the continuity of
genus is present “in different degrees” and (after Piaget) predicated
on “the ability to draw analogies between members of different cate-
gories”. The complexity of this seemingly basic cognitive function is
currently computationally intractable when we look to examples of
Incrementum and Climax.

Gradatio, as compared with Incrementum, has a slightly differ-
ent argumentative form. Its chief argumentative function is to chart
a chain of influence (at its strongest, a chain of causation), as we
can see in the example below. Rather than a figure-wide series mov-
ing from origin to end point, according to a “teleological principle”,
Gradatio creates an overlapping, smooth series of steps that doesn’t
necessarily aim to bring out an end point argument [15]. Instead it
either brings together or pushes apart two ends of a conceptual spec-
trum by virtue of evoking in the audience a continuum or a fragmen-
tation across the series. We can see this in this argument about the
importance of large predators to the overall health of an ecosystem:

1. Large predators create carcasses of large prey.
2. Carcasses of large prey add nutrients and humus to the soil.
3. Enriched soil creates lush vegetation.
4. Lush vegetation attracts small herbivores, such as snowshoe hares.
5. Snowshoe hares attract mid-size predators, such as foxes.
6. Foxes displace smaller predators, such as weasels.
7. Displaced weasels become prey for avian predators, such as owls.

[43]

We have idealized this argument somewhat, from a 1995 New York
Times article, and mapped it more tightly to the Gradatio structure
than in the original ([16]:109), to show how the Gradatio can chart
the chains of influence that might be asserted in argumentation.

The Gradatio form is perhaps most familiar to argumentation
scholars in context of informal logic:

A leads to B
B leads to C
C leads to D
D leads to . . .
. . . which leads to HELL.
We don’t want to go to HELL
Don’t take that first step A. [43]

The classic form of the slippery slope argument, since it is os-
tensibly a causal- or influence- chain argument, is the Gradatio. Of
course, as we know, most slippery slopes are rarely furnished with a
long articulated chain. They often go from A straight to HELL, as in
this example:

Once a man is permitted on his own authority to kill an in-
nocent person directly, there is no way of stopping the advance-
ment of that wedge. ... Once the exception has been admitted,
it is too late; hence, the grave reason why no exception may be



allowed. That is why euthanasia under any circumstances must
be condemned. [23][45]

Douglas Walton calls arguments like these, “compressed slippery
slope” arguments ([5]:281f). More frequently, some of the steps are
filled in, but we only get a single instance of each alleged causal link
(meaning that the Anadiploses are left out), as in:

Jeff! You know what happens when people take drugs!
Pretty soon the caffeine won’t be strong enough. Then you will
take something stronger. Then, something stronger. Eventually,
you will be doing cocaine. Then you’ll be a crack addict! [43]

Walton schematizes this structure with what he calls a Sequential
Premise, namely: “carrying out A0 would lead to A1, which would
in turn lead to carrying out A2, and so forth, through a sequence
A2, . . . ,Ax, . . . ,Ay, . . . ,An”. Among this sequence for slippery slope
arguments is a subsequence, he says, manifesting a “gray zone where
x and y are indeterminate points” where a loss-of-control premise oc-
curs, and the escalation continues to An, the “catastrophic outcome
premise,” going to HELL. These characteristics are definitional of
the basic slippery slope argument ([5]:288).

Whether each step is spelled out, insinuated, or adumbrated, the
schematic structure of the argument always follows the A→ B,B→
C,C→ D, etc. of the Gradatio. In fact, the “A leads to B” passage
above, is Bradley Harris Dowden’s explication of the “Jeff!” passage
in his Logical Reasoning textbook.

But there is also a semantic aspect to slippery slope arguments
that is not apparent in the A→ B,B→C,C→ D, etc, Gradatio form
alone. This semantic aspect can be seen in both the compressed eu-
thanasia argument and the stepwise stronger-drugs argument: a scalar
increase. In the euthanasia argument, the increase is presumably in
a series of steps from some acceptable life-taking act (A0) toward
arbitrary and heinous acts of murder (An). In the stronger-drug argu-
ment, the increase is in the strength (and danger) of the drugs, from
Red Bull (A0) to crack (An). Dowden suggests this increase with his
catastrophic end-term, HELL (An), but the defining semantics of a
slippery slope are not just the endpoint itself but stepwise increases
toward it. In short, the ideal form of the slippery slope argument,
fallacious or reasonable, is a Climax.

The association of rhetorical figures and argumentation has been
reported in a number of other recent works such as Yuan [49],
Mehlenbacher [31], Lawrence et al. [30] and Mitrović et al. [32].
In an editorial by Harris and Di Marco [25], from the same journal,
the importance is placed on “Repetition... such a fundamental aspect
of neurocognition that we literally could not think without it”, and in-
cluded also is a description of the usage of Antimetabole in various
US General Elections where repetition and symmetry take on impor-
tant argumentative aspects (if you say something enough, it sticks).
More generally the case is made that “since arguments are all the
products of human minds engaging other human minds”, which ex-
hibit “important patterns of commonality”, “Figures provide a way
to see those patterns of commonality in argumentation”.

As recounted by Mitrović et al., “argument schemes... can be seen
as historical descendents of Aristotle’s Topics” [32]. Fahnestock cre-
ates the same connection and states, “Arguments... require, first of
all, that subjects being ordered by degree seem to belong to the same
genus or category, at least in the perception of the arguer and au-
dience” [15]. We have developed this fundamental principle in our
work by the inclusion of the ontological entity Similarity. Our con-
cept of comparison (a prerequisite for arguers’ and audiences’ ability
to determine genus or category similarity) is enabled by including

this ontology class with relationships to other entity classes such as
Idea or Token. Similarity has properties that give it a type and an
amount so that comparisons can be nuanced and multi-dimensional.

In their 2017 paper Lawrence, Visser and Reed conducted a pi-
lot study into argument mining over a set of rhetorical figures (six
schemes and two tropes). Their goal is to “test the established form-
function pairings of the figures on quantitative empirical grounds”.
Pre-annotated texts are “segmented into the constitutive dialogue
units and associated propositional units – in the AIF ontology”. The
Argument Interchange Format (AIF) is an ontology for argument-
related concepts representing an argument as a set of nodes in a di-
rected graph [9] and aims to “consolidate the work that has already
been done in argumentation mark-up languages and multi-agent
systems frameworks” [37]. In our ontologies we create argument-
theoretic commonalities with AIF by including concepts for Claim
and Support. Developing this connection is an area for future work.

An area of interest that we have not developed is Rhetorical Struc-
ture Theory (RST) [46] which incorporates a theory of “semantic
organisation of text” [25], but does not focus on rhetorical figures in
the sense that our work intends. Overlap between RST and argumen-
tation has been investigated previously ([21]) and we would imagine
this could be an area for further ontological research.

2.3 An Ontological Approach

Ontologies are a way of representing and organizing concepts and re-
lationships between them. The largest previous work done in ontolo-
gies for rhetorical figures by Mitrović et al. [32] ontologically models
many rhetorical figures in Serbian, including Anadiplosis (palilogi-
ja/anadiploza) and an Incrementum-like figure called “climax” (am-
plifikacija), but Harris et al. [26] explain that it is an intuitive but still
“surprisingly novel” field of study.

As explained further by Harris et al ([26]), ontologies are ideal
for representing ideas as complex as rhetorical figures, which have
specific properties and are often interrelated. Anadiploses, for exam-
ple, have the property of repeating strings between word boundaries.
Multiple occurrences of Anadiploses create Gradatio, so we can say
Gradatio comprises Anadiploses. When Incrementum and Gradatio
occur together, we have Climax; hence, Climax comprises Incremen-
tum and Gradatio. Furthermore, as we saw, rhetorical figures have a
tendency to co-occur. In the future, if more figures are to be mod-
elled, they could be more easily combined with other models using
an ontological approach.

Because the Climactic Suite can be neatly described with a rel-
atively small group of figures—Anadiplosis, Incrementum, Grada-
tio, and Climax—it was an ideal suite to model. Previous ontological
work has been done on the “Chiastic Suite” of figures, which includes
but is not limited to figures such as Antimetabole. This proved to be
difficult because, compared to the Climactic Suite, Chiasmi involve
more cognitive affinities, have a greater range of rhetorical functions,
and involve more complex combinatorics (frequently co-occurring
with other figures of repetition and parallelism, as well as with the
Trope, Antithesis. Hence, the Climactic Suite offers a relatively iso-
lated group of rhetorical figures to work with as a starting point to
modelling other groups of figures in the future.

In effect, ontologies are simply descriptions of related concepts.
The process of modelling a concept like a rhetorical figure itself is
a large part of the ontology; with each property and relationship, we
make a deliberate choice regarding the concepts we model. Further-
more, ontologies are the stepping stone to automating the detection
of rhetorical figures; they can reason about the objects they represent,



as we will see later in the discussion of our ontology.
We deliberately underspecify our ontology. The variation in pat-

terns of figures in real text means that, as we attempt to specify and
hone the elements and properties we find, instances of figures cease
to conform to the model. We also do not describe constraints and
property characteristics such as symmetry, reflexivity and cardinal-
ity. For the purposes of clarity in this report we wish to maintain a
high-level view of the entities and relationships, however we recog-
nise that further specification of these details will be necessary in
order to improve the efficiency of inference in light of assumptions
such as the Open World Assumption.

3 METHOD

We began with a bottom-up approach, starting with the simplest
figure, Anadiplosis. Note that this is somewhat different from the
bottom-up approach used to model Antimetabole in Harris et al. [26],
in that we begin with the figure, whereas they began with instances of
(multiple) figures. Instead of looking at the figures present within an
instance, we focused on the syntactic constituents of each instance.
We began with a single instance of Anadiplosis and annotated it, re-
sulting in a list of constituents that we needed to be able to capture
in our representation: words or groups of words, positions, cola, pas-
sages, equality relations, and part-of relations. From this, we mod-
elled Anadiplosis, then Gradatio and Incrementum in parallel, before
modelling the compound figure, Climax.

We refined many of these concepts, such as changing “sentence”
to “clause” to “bag” to “colon”; “sentence” and “clause” were too re-
strictive, but “bag” appeared too vague and non-standard. We strug-
gled with defining a word’s proximity to a colon boundary, as often
the words making up an Anadiplosis do not occur precisely at the
ends and beginnings of cola. Furthermore, we introduced the con-
cept of “tokens” to the model, which represent the words or groups
of words repeating across boundaries, the epitomizing elements of
an Anadiplosis. Since we hoped that our ontology could be used to
perform automated detection in the future, it was important that we
demarcate the defining characteristics of each figure, even if these
characteristics may be obvious for human annotators.

We also considered a cognitive model of Anadiplosis, which uses
concepts and ideas rather than words and tokens. Although we aban-
doned this idea because it runs counter to a rhetorician’s definition
of the figure, we borrowed from it the concepts of “closing” and
“opening” tokens. We say that tokens can “close” a colon or “open”
a colon, implying their positions relative to colon boundaries but that
they may not be the only words in that position.

Modelling Incrementum and Climax came with difficulties as
well. Incrementum, unlike Anadiplosis and Gradatio, is a semantic
figure, and semantic figures are trickier to represent than syntactic
ones. We debated over whether the epitomizing elements of an Incre-
mentum were the semantically increasing words or the ideas behind
those words. In the end, we decided it was indeed the ideas, since
words can be replaced with synonyms but still make up an Incre-
mentum, as one would expect in the definition of a trope. We also dis-
cussed the nuances of the semantic change, and whether this change
should be represented as its own class (i.e. as class Gradient) with
properties or as a relationship between ideas. It was at this stage that
we also considered Incrementum and Decrementum to be the same
figure. We decided on representing semantic increase as a relation,
not only because it was simpler but because relations allow for prop-
erties that are true of semantic increase, such as transitivity (e.g. if C
semantically increases from B, and B semantically increases from A,

then C semantically increases from A). Furthermore, we modelled
Climax as the intersection of Gradatio and Incrementum, when the
epitomizing elements of Gradatio and those of Incrementum are the
same. This makes sense because, by definition, a Climax must have
an Incrementum, must have a Gradatio, and only occurs when these
figures overlap.

4 ONTOLOGY
Our research brings forth a set of novel ontologies of the rhetori-
cal figures described previously. The primary focus is on the form
of constituent elements, but the main purpose of developing these
ontologies is to provide a structural reference for future analyses,
including computational approaches and to generate greater under-
standing of the subject figures by the process of ontological analysis
itself.

Harris et al. [26] describe the RhetFig project that has analysed the
figure Antimetabole for the composition of an OWL ontology. The
authors describe the various approaches to modelling a complex lin-
guistic structure such as Antimetabole. Their analysis calls the con-
ceptual elements involved in rhetorical figures Cognitive Affinities
such as CONTRAST, SIMILARITY, SEQUENCE, REPETITION
and POSITION. Antimetabole, by their analysis, utilizes the affini-
ties of REPETITION, SEQUENCE and CONTRAST. Research into
the ontology representations of the cognitive aspects of rhetorical fig-
ures is a growing field [26] [34].

An important aspect of our models is that they describe the do-
main accurately for as many examples of a particular figure as possi-
ble. Evaluating that there are very few exception figures that cannot
conform to our models is important. However, we recognize that the
attribution of figures to real text can be subjective and so not all fig-
ures that are labeled as Anadiplosis, Gradatio, Incrementum or Cli-
max will validate in their form and function to our model. We accept
this and will take these exception cases as future work to validate that
our model is accurate.

An important goal with ontology engineering in the domain of lan-
guage analysis is to be able to share and re-use the work of others. By
publishing ontologies and knowledge bases to the internet we hope
to encourage others both inside and outside of academia to benefit
from agreed definitions for shared concepts. Our ontologies are rep-
resented in OWL (Ontology Web Language) and therefore useful for
integration into the Semantic Web or other computational applica-
tions that can utilise XML representations.

Evaluating our approach takes a number of forms; we consider
both the output and the process. The process of analysis has brought
new understanding and shone a light on new pathways of discovery
yet to be followed. The ontology as an output is evaluated in section
5.2 of this paper. Future work includes using the ontologies in action
for computational processing.

We now take each figure in turn to describe its elements and then
summarize the combined model.

The top level entity in our models is Passage. We take this to mean
any span of written words that can range in size from an entire book
to a simple sentence. The allocation of a figure within a passage is a
subjective operation, especially in the case of tropes which are more
dependent on semantics than linguistic surface structure.

4.1 Anadiplosis
The central entities involved in the figure of Anadiplosis are the
Closing-Token and Opening-Token (both sub-classes of Token) that



are related by a Similarity measurement (with type and amount
recorded by the of-type and of-amount properties respectively) that
are located in Adjacent Cola and therefore repeat across a grammat-
ical boundary closely proximated. The Closing Token appears in the
closing section of the initial colon and the Opening Token appears
in the opening section of the second colon. This naming is perhaps
unintuitive, but reflects the location of the Token in line with its role
across the cola. We choose to model the repeating entity as a To-
ken rather than the more usual Word because of our assumption that
Anadiplosis can act across elements that are not simply words, e.g.
phrases. By abstracting the thing that repeats into a Token we can
then ascribe any particular individual item in a text to that class of
thing.

Anadiplosis is not characterised only by words that are identical,
but can be reflected in a repetition of words in different inflections.
Therefore the similarity measurement captures orthographic differ-
ences where a property is shared.

We model the concept of a boundary by including the class of
Colon, an instance of which must be adjacent to and Precedes another
instance of Colon. Where these two cola are next to one another and
contain Tokens that are similar we can say that Anadiplosis is evoked.
We introduce the concept of Idea in the Anadiplosis model. This is
a vague concept aimed at capturing something subjective about the
thing(s) that evokes it. We might imagine a concept space driven by
the Arguer and populated by intended and unintended ideas from
which the audience may or may not conceive. Each Anadiplosis To-
ken evokes the same idea.

Our model for Anadiplosis is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Our model for the scheme of Anadiplosis

4.2 Gradatio

The figure of Gradatio is in essence simply a repetition of a number
of instances of Anadiplosis. Here we introduce the idea of proximity
through the object property of proximal. One or more instances of
the class of Anadiplosis can be proximal to another instance of the
same class. This is a subjective measure (we describe problems and
future work in relation to this later in this paper). A Passage contains

an instance of Gradatio which comprises more than one instance of
Anadiplosis that are Proximal to one another.

In this ontology we also reflect the Similarity between adjacent
Anadiploses which acts in concert with the intra-similarity in each
Anadiplosis which can have the effect of “spanning a conceptual
gap” [15].

In the Gradatio ontology we introduce the concepts of Series-
Position, Series, Claim and support. We model each instance of
Anadiplosis as having a position in the series (either Initial, Mid or
Final) and joining a Series which, in concert, supports a Claim.

Our model for Gradatio is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Our model for the trope of Gradatio

Figure 3. Our model for the trope of Incrementum



4.3 Incrementum
The Incrementum model makes use of the Idea class again. This is
our method of capturing the particular facet of semantic content—
the variation of which over a Passage can be said to be Incrementum
(or Decrementum). We say that an instance of a Token evokes an in-
stance of an Idea that has a similarity relationship to another instance
of an Idea in the same Passage and where this exists that Incremen-
tum exists too.

We also model the concepts of a Series in support of a Claim.
In Incrementum a directed graded series is created, the elements in
which are located in either Initial or Mid position and the Final posi-
tion being the effective end-point all of which drive the Claim via a
supports property.

Our model for Incrementum is shown in Figure 3.

4.4 Climax
Our final model is for the figure of Climax. This is modelled as a
combination of the previously-described figures. We say that when
Gradatio Comprises Anadiploses with Elements that are the same
Elements as those with which an instance of Incrementum has a
Composed-of relationship, an instance of Climax is evoked and is
contained in the Passage. The argumentation aspects of Climax (be-
yond those already described for the sub figures) are not modeled yet
as these are more complex to elucidate. It is an area of future work
for us to develop this.

Our model for Climax is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Our model for the trope of Climax

5 IMPLEMENTATION
The ontology was implemented in OWL using the Protégé editor
[33]. The implemented OWL ontology captures the concepts denoted
in the figures from previous sections using a set of axioms in terms of
classes, object and datatype properties, and individuals (instances).
The axioms can be represented using RDF triples in the form of
(Subject, Property, Object). For example, the axiom that represents

the fact “a figure is composed of an element” can be denoted as the
triple (Figure, composedOf, Element) where Figure and
Element are classes and composedOf is an object property from the
ontology. In other words, the domain and range of the property com-
posedOf are the classes Figure and Element respectively. For read-
ability purpose, the first appearance of each class and property name
is represented using boldface text where class names are capitalized.
Individuals and RDF triples are represented using teletype text, e.g.,
passage1.

5.1 Example
We use the following passage as an example to demonstrate our on-
tology.

Design must have had a designer. That designer must have
been a person. That person is GOD. [35] (10)

The components in this passage are labelled as instances of
classes Passage, Colon and Token. The RDF triple (passage1,
rdf:type, Passage) states that the instance passage1 is an
instance of the class Passage where the property rdf:type indi-
cates the instanceOf relation [8]. The selection of constructed in-
stances and their relations are listed in Appendix1.

As denoted by Appendix1, the sample passage consists of in-
stances representing each colon and token that appeared in the pas-
sage. A token is a word or phrase that occurs in a figure and evokes
some idea. For example, the two appearances of “designer” are rep-
resented by the individuals t1 and t2 where both are instances of
the class Token. That is, tokens t1 and t2 both have a string value
“designer” and evoke an instance idea1 of the class Idea. The
similarity between the tokens is captured by the instance sim1 of
class Similarity. Tokens t3 and t4 have value “person” and both
evoke idea2 and summons the instance sim2 of class Similar-
ity. Token t5 has the value “God” and evokes idea3. Further-
more, t1 and t3 are instances of ClosingToken, t2 and t4 are
instances of OpeningToken which are subclasses of the class Token.
A closing token appears near the end of a colon which “closes” the
colon. Similarly, an opening token is placed near the beginning of
the colon which “opens” the colon. Therefore the figure Anadiplo-
sis is characterized by instances of ClosingToken and OpeningTo-
ken where the tokens refer to the same word as demonstrated by
t1 and t2. The repetitions created by the words “designer” and
“person” created two instances of the class Anadiplosis in the sam-
ple passage. These instances of Anadiplosis are represented by the
instances anadiplosis1 and anadiplosis2 which are con-
nected to instances ana element1 and ana element2 of the
class ElementOfAnadiplosis, which in turn embodies individuals
of t1 through t4 which are instances of the class Tokens that repre-
sent the words “designer” and “person” respectively.

Gradatio is a figure consisting of two anadiploses, and is rep-
resented by the individual gradatio1 which is an instance
of the class Gradatio that is connected with anadiplosis1
and anadiplosis2 via the property comprises. The instance
anadiplosis1 and anadiplosis2 are connected to instances
of class Series-Position named ana sp1 and ana sp2 via the
property positioned-in, which joins together to form a series repre-
sented by an instance series1 of the class Series which supports
an instance claim1 of the class Claim. Each pair of Anadiploses
provoke a common Similarity instance that has a type and amount.
This similarity reflects the fractured continuation across the whole
Gradatio, identified by Fahnestock [15].



An Incrementum is characterized by the semantic increase that ex-
ists among the words “designer”, “person”, and “God”. An instance
of Incrementum named incrementum1was used to represent this
rhetorical figure which is linked to three elements of Incrementum
(i.e., inc element1, inc element2, and inc element3) via
the property composedOf. Each element embodies tokens t1 to t5
representing the words “designer”, “person”, and “God” where each
token evokes a certain idea which is represented by the instances
idea1, idea2, idea3 respectively. As shown in Appendix1,
idea3 is linked to idea2 which in turn links to idea1 via the
property increases. The instances of elements of Incrementum are
also connected by the properties proximal and precedes which de-
note the proximation and ordering of the tokens embodied by the
elements. Similar to the instances of class Anadiplosis discussed
above, the elements (i.e., inc element1, inc element2, and
inc element3) of the instance incrementum1 are connected
to instances of class Series-Position named inc sp1, inc sp2,
and inc sp3 respectively via the property located-in, which are
connected to an instance series2 of the class Series via property
joins. The instance series2 uses the property supports to link to
an instance claim2 of the class Claim.

The individuals discussed are representations of four rhetor-
ical figures within the sample passage, i.e., two Anadiploses
(anadiplosis1, anadiplosis2) which forms one Gradatio
(gradatio1) and an Incrementum (incrementum1). The figures
Gradatio and Incrementum form the last rhetorical figure which is a
Climax represented by the individual climax1 which is an instance
of the class Climax. This instance is connected to gradatio1
and incrementum1 via the property comprises. A property called
same-as that linked inc element1 and ana element1 indi-
cates that these figure elements embody tokens with the same idea.
Therefore it is the same tokens that repeat in Anadiplosis which also
possess semantic increase in the Incrementa which in turn form the
Climax. The instances inc element2 and ana element2 are
connected in a similar manner. With all components within the sam-
ple passage represented using OWL instances, it is now possible to
infer relations among each token, colon, and rhetorical figures within
the passage.

5.2 Validation and Evaluation

The implemented OWL ontology and instances constructed are val-
idated to be logically consistent by the HermiT 1.3.8 reasoner [39].
We evaluate the implemented OWL ontology and sample instances
by following the methodologies for ontology evaluation discussed by
Gruninger and Fox [22], where a set of competency questions were
developed as requirements for the ontology. The implemented on-
tology must be able to represent concepts and relations within the
competency questions and infer the results [19]. Our ontology was
evaluated by answering the following competency questions:

1. List all cola.
2. List all tokens.
3. What are the tokens related to figure X?
4. Does figure X consist of other rhetorical figures?
5. Display the semantic increase that formed Incrementum X.

The competency questions were then translated into SPARQL
queries [36] where results can be retrieved from the example in-
stances developed in the previous section. Note that prefix names-
paces are omitted to increase readability.

1. List all cola.

SELECT ?x WHERE { ?x rdf:type Colon }

Table 1. List all cola result

?x

colon1
colon2
colon3

This query simply retrieves all instances of the class Colon.

2. List all tokens.

SELECT ?x WHERE {
{?x rdf:type Token} UNION
{?x rdf:type ?c.
?c rdfs:subClassOf Token}}

Table 2. List all tokens result

?x

token1
token2
token3
token4
token5

Similarly, this query simply retrieves all instances of the class To-
ken. This includes instances of OpeningToken and ClosingToken
which are subclasses of Token.

3. What are the tokens related to figure X

SELECT ?y WHERE {
?x rdf:type ?a.
?a rdfs:subClassOf Figure.
?x composedOf ?e.
?e rdf:type ?b.
?b rdfs:subClassOf Element.
?e embodies ?y.
{?y rdf:type Token.} UNION
{?y rdf:type ?c.
?c rdfs:subClassOf Token.}}

Table 3. Tokens related to figure x result

?x ?y

anadiplosis1 token1
anadiplosis1 token2
anadiplosis2 token3
anadiplosis2 token4

incrementum1 token1
incrementum1 token2
incrementum1 token3
incrementum1 token4
incrementum1 token5

This query returns all instances that are related to an instance ?x
of the class Figure. Specifically, it returns instances of Element



and Token linked by the properties composedOf and embodies
respectively. We can replace the variable ?x with a specific figure
such as anadiplosis1 in which only token1 and token2
are returned.

4. Does figure X consist of other rhetorical figures?

SELECT ?x ?y
WHERE {

?x rdf:type ?a.
?a rdfs:subClassOf Figure.
?x comprises ?y.
?y rdf:type ?b.
?b rdfs:subClassOf Figure.}

Table 4. Does figure x consists of other figures result

?x ?y

gradatio1 anadiplosis1
gradatio1 anadiplosis2
climax1 incrementum1
climax1 gradatio1

This query returns all instances of Figure connected by the
property comprises. If we replace the variable ?x by a specific
instance of Figure, e.g. climax1, then the query returns all
instances of Figure that climax1 comprises, i.e., gratadio1,
incrementum1, anadiplosis1, and anadiplosis2.

5. Display the semantic increase that formed Incrementum X.

SELECT ?idea ?increasedIdea
WHERE {

?x rdf:type Incrementum.
?x composedOf ?e.
?e rdf:type ElementOfIncrementum.
?e embodies ?y.
?y rdf:type ?c.
?c rdfs:subClassOf Token.
?y evokes ?idea.
?idea increases ?increasedIdea.}

Table 5. Semantic increase in Incrementum x result

?idea ?increasedIdea

idea3 idea2
idea2 idea1

An Incrementum is linked to an element which embodies some
tokens that evoke an idea. This query first finds instances of Idea
that are related to the instances of Token connected to the Incre-
mentum ?x. Then the query evaluates the property increases be-
tween the instances of Idea and returns the result. We can replace
the variable ?x with a specific instance of the class Incrementum,
e.g., incrementum1, which yields the same result.

6 CONCLUSION

Our project has several goals. One is to elucidate structure to the
understanding of Anadiplosis, Gradatio, Incrementum and Climax.

We attempt this through the analysis and development of an ontol-
ogy suite. We model the fine detail of each figure and consistently
apply it to real-world examples of figures. This part of our project
was successful, but until we extend the reach of our ontology output
and include rhetoricians and users from other backgrounds we cannot
be sure that either the descriptions are sensible or that the model is
coherent for all the diverse variations in figures to which the descrip-
tions are yet to be applied. The ontology is modeled and developed in
OWL which enables us to utilize the power of logical inference and
validation with tools such as Protégé. It also enables significant re-
use within the Semantic Web movement and by publishing the files
ontologies online we enable others to benefit from our work.

We hold to the idea that ontology engineering often brings bene-
fits both in terms of the eventual output (e.g. as an XML represen-
tation to be shared and utilised), but also for the process itself of
analysing a particular domain. This has been a theme of the work in
analysing rhetorical schemes where significant insights have arisen
from ontologically-driven knowledge engineering. This is not the
only goal, however, and we aspire to take all ontologies forward into
computer models that do a number of different tasks from describ-
ing, quantifying, discovering and elucidating what is a fascinating
and important domain of artificial intelligence research.

The suite of ontologies contains an individual model for each fig-
ure that are combined into a single OWL file. Care was taken to name
classes and properties so that no overlap would occur. Many hours
were spent discussing the various aspects of the figures and issues
that were raised include the idea of proximity in language and how
to model this. Obviously any figure must have elements that are in
some way aligned closely to each other, usually in the same sentence
or group of clauses. To express this in a formal, flexible and con-
strained way was too difficult given the wide variety of examples in
existence. We settle on the concept of Proximal which evades the
issue somewhat, but captures the essence. For automated categoriza-
tion of figures we are aware that this issue will need to be addressed
for computational purposes and that a variation in word distance or
equivalent would be suitable for defining this.

Our main influence was Fahnestock’s analysis from 1996 [15] in
which she discusses the argumentation aspects of Gradatio and Incre-
mentum. Considering them as series-formative structures with vari-
ation in the direction and fragmentation of the perceived semantic
properties gives us enough to build models where we merge the sur-
face features with underlying properties of meaning (which is ulti-
mately why we are studying rhetorical figures). Going further we
relate the elements in the sequence, from their sequence positions, to
the support they give to the claim that the figures are making towards
an audience.

We hope that by encoding these entities in relation to these im-
portant rhetorical figures we can provide some benefits to computa-
tional rhetoric especially in the area of argumentation analysis. The
burgeoning field of argument mining is another area where, because
of connections we have included to some basic concepts of argument
theory, some benefits can be drawn out in support of applications that
highlight automatically argument schemes and supporting claims.

In parallel to the benefits to computational applications, we share
our findings into the inner workings of these figures. Through our
abstraction and aggregation process coupled with testing against real-
world examples of each figure, we are confident that our model is
accurate, however this is yet to be tested on a large set of figures.



7 FUTURE WORK
The initial goals of our project have been achieved and we are con-
tinuing with our analyses and intending to put our output to com-
putational use in various areas such as figure detection, but we also
highlight many areas on which we would like to work in the future
and list them below with descriptions of the purpose and context.

1. The current state-of-the-art technologies for classification employ
Machine Learning techniques, including Neural Networks, which
require much data for training. One possible effective way to ac-
quire this data is through a Gamesourcing project, which would
considerably speed up populating our database, increasing the
training precision on the task of automated rhetorical figure recog-
nition by gathering the players to annotate new rhetorical figure
examples upon a rewarding system offered by the Game.

2. In addition, the level of proximity (Proximal) of a Token to a
Colon boundary may strengthen or weaken the presence of a
rhetorical figure, such as Anadiplosis, or even invalidate its occur-
rence; another example to consider is the Proximal value for more
than one instance of Anadiplosis, to compose a Gradatio. There-
fore, several ways of measuring proximity using both true posi-
tives and negatives about the presence of a given rhetorical figure
must be evaluated, ranging from word count distance to semantic
distance, this latter referring to how much (maybe subjectively)
the rhetoric figure effect is affected.

3. Another important metric that must be investigated is the level of
semantic similarity between words, Tokens or Ideas. This metric
is important to automatically detect increasing Ideas; for exam-
ple, such as those that must occur in Incrementum, e.g. the words
“person”, “designer” and “God” invoke ideas that have semantic
similarity concerning the notion of agency, but this is difficult to
define precisely and an open problem in AI.

4. The Argument Interchange Format ontology is an established con-
solidating tool for conceptualizing argument structures. Our work
creates only minimal linkage to this area via the concepts of Claim
and Support, but we believe that there is room for growth to both
Information Nodes (relating to argument content and representing
claims) and Scheme Nodes (domain-independent patterns of rea-
soning) [9]. We envisage more associations being drawn out here
and perhaps the development of an extension to AIF.

5. A clear goal for future work on these ontologies is to extend the
conceptualizations of the argument structures so far outlined. We
only model the surface features of an argument (Claims, and Sup-
port) yet there is a wealth of other elements that could be brought
into the support structures behind these features. For example, the
premise that Climax is a figure built up from Incrementum and
Gradatio seems well established. However, the argument struc-
tures at play—a contrasting set of uni-directional graded series
(Incrementum) and overlapping staggered series (Gradatio)—can
be thought of as developing an even more complex combined ar-
gument that could be modelled. We also mentioned Rhetorical
Structure Theory previously and another interesting area to de-
velop would be to extend our work by including references to
RST’s elements similar to Mitrović et al [32]. Anadiploses may
be key figures involved in Coherence Relations such as Elabora-
tion, Circumstance, and Background, for instance, and the trope
Antithesis is surely related to the relation Antithesis.

6. In many of our project meetings the go-to activity was to draw up
the ontology in question on the board designed deliberately to help
each of us understand what was going on in the ontology—to cre-
ate a visual argument for the proposals. Visualizations in argument

is an existing area of research ([5] [40] [41]), but we believe that
the interplay of visual elements from the perspective of ontologies
of rhetorical arguments is a novel area for research. A graded se-
ries that develops an argument applies both to words and images
and is used in the example given by Fahnestock when she dis-
cusses Gradatio—George Gaylord Simpson’s “Horses: The Story
of the Horse Family in the Modern Worlds and through Sixty Mil-
lion Years of History” [15]. Similarly the famous image of the
March of Progress (from Howell [28]) shows a uni-directional
graded series with a clear enough argument behind it [41]. We
believe this is an interesting area to explore further.

7. Consistency-checking for data that comply with our ontology is
also important in later research. This requires an automated pro-
cess to determine whether instances constructed are consistent
with each other. For example, if a passage contains a figure, then
the tokens embodied by the figure should be within the same pas-
sage. A consistency checker was implemented by Wang and Fox
[48] for city performance indicators represented using ontologies
[18] where similar approach could be adopted for our Climax on-
tology.

8. Lastly, we want to expand the ontology analysis to include the
cognitive aspects of these figures tackled on this research. When
we perceive the patterns we describe as Climax, our brains do
pre-determined tasks that can be put under the banners of Cog-
nitive Affinities (like Repetition, Symmetry, Balance and Scale)
and Image Schemata ([26] [34]). These are driven by neurological
structures (not yet understood) that manifest as types of under-
standing/cognitive processing of input. Though we have touched
on this a little, it has been far from comprehensive, and has left this
opportunity for further inquiry. The benefits of this work would
be a greater understanding of how the figures actually work “un-
der the hood” so to speak and would increase our abilities to de-
velop computational approaches to the management of figures for
example, in text, but also to peek behind the curtain of how our
brains work and thereby contribute to cognitive science in gen-
eral. Rohrer [38] discusses experimental studies that connect the
sensorimotor cortex to linguistic expression and Metaphor.
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Appendix 1—Figural Instances example

Table 6. Passage Instances

Instance Name Property Object

passage1 rdf:type Passage
passage1 hasValue Design must have had a designer. That designer must have been a person. That person is God.

Table 7. Figural Instances

Instance Name Property Object

passage1 contains anadiplosis1
passage1 contains anadiplosis2
passage1 contains gradatio1
passage1 contains incrementum1
passage1 contains climax1
passage1 encloses c1
passage1 encloses c2
passage1 encloses c3
c1 rdf:type Colon
c1 hasValue Design must have had a designer.
c1 precedes c2
c2 rdf:type Colon
c2 hasValue That designer must have been a person.
c2 precedes c3
c3 rdf:type Colon
c3 hasValue That person is God.
t1 rdf:type ClosingToken
t1 hasValue designer
t1 within c1
t1 evokes idea1
t2 rdf:type OpenToken
t2 within c2
t2 hasValue designer
t2 evokes idea1
t3 rdf:type ClosingToken
t3 hasValue person
t3 within c2
t3 evokes idea2
t4 rdf:type OpenToken
t4 hasValue person
t4 within c3
t4 evokes idea2
idea1 rdf:type Idea
idea2 rdf:type Idea
sim1 rdf:type Similarity
sim2 rdf:type Similarity
t1 summons sim1
t2 summons sim1
t3 summons sim2
t4 summons sim2
sim1 of-type lexical
sim1 of-amount 1.0
sim2 of-type lexical
sim2 of-amount 1.0
anadiplosis1 rdf:type Anadiplosis
anadiplosis1 composedOf ana element1
anadiplosis2 rdf:type Anadiplosis
anadiplosis2 composedOf ana element2
ana element1 rdf:type ElementOfAnadiplosis
ana element1 embodies t1

Table 8. Figural Instances (cont.)

Instance Name Property Object

ana element1 embodies t2
ana element2 rdf:type ElementOfAnadiplosis
ana element2 embodies t3
ana element2 embodies t4
gradatio1 rdf:type Gradatio
gradatio1 comprises anadiplosis1
gradatio1 comprises anadiplosis2
anadiplosis1 proximal anadiplosis2
idea3 rdf:type Idea
idea4 rdf:type Idea
anadiplosis1 provokes idea3
anadiplosis2 provokes idea3
sim3 rdf:type Similarity
idea3 elicits sim3
idea4 elicits sim3
sim3 of-type semantic
sim3 of-amount 0.5
seriespos1 red:type Series-Position
seriespos2 red:type Series-Position
anadiplosis1 positioned-in seriespos1
anadiplosis2 positioned-in seriespos2
seriespos1 of-type Initial
seriespos2 of-type Final
series1 rdf:type Series
seriespos1 joins series1
seriespos2 joins series1
series1 supports claim1
claim1 rdf:type Claim
incrementum1 rdf:type Incrementum
incrementum1 rdf:type Incrementum
incrementum1 composedOf inc element1
incrementum1 composedOf inc element2
incrementum1 composedOf inc element3
inc element1 rdf:type ElementOfIncrementum
inc element1 embodies t1
inc element1 embodies t2
inc element1 proximal inc element2
inc element1 precedes inc element2
inc element1 same-as ana element1
inc element2 rdf:type ElementOfIncrementum
inc element2 embodies t3
inc element2 embodies t4
inc element2 proximal inc element3
inc element2 precedes inc element3
inc element2 same-as ana element2
t5 rdf:type Token
t5 hasValue God
t5 within c3
t5 evokes idea5
inc element3 rdf:type ElementOfIncrementum
inc element3 embodies t5
sim4 rdf:type Similarity
sim5 rdf:type Similarity
idea5 elicits sim4
climax1 rdf:type Climax
climax1 comprises gradatio1
climax1 comprises incrementum1



From Psychological Persuasion To Abstract
Argumentation: A Step Forward
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Abstract. Developing argumentation-based persuasive
agents that leverage human argumentative techniques is an
open challenge in the computational argumentation field. In
this paper, we propose a computational perspective on the
psychological techniques people tend to follow during persua-
sion interactions drawing on psychological evidence. We fo-
cus on four well-established psychological techniques, model
and investigate them using a recently proposed argumenta-
tive computational framework. Our investigation reveals both
similarities and gaps between the two which can be either
leveraged or addressed in the design of argumentation-based
persuasive agents and future theoretical developments.

1 Introduction
A key human skill, used across many domains and activi-
ties, is the ability to persuade. Politicians strive to persuade
their constituents, parents try to persuade their children to
eat healthier food, etc. People use many different techniques
for persuading others. These human persuasive techniques
have been thoroughly investigated in the real world by psy-
chology researchers. Surprisingly, despite the major advance-
ments of the computational argumentation theory, provid-
ing grounded techniques and models analysed and tested in
theoretical settings, the study of the possible connections be-
tween human persuasive techniques and computational mod-
els has yet to be properly examined.
In this work we provide a novel investigation of the connec-

tions between psychological persuasion literature and argu-
mentation theory. Through this tentative investigation we are
able to identify the potential use of psychological persuasive
principles in argumentation-based systems and find poten-
tial directions for future work in adapting and/or extending
current argumentative principles to correctly account for psy-
chological persuasion literature. Our findings contribute an
additional stage in the greater challenge of bridging the gap
between argumentation theory and people.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we survey

related works which tried to bridge the gap between psychol-
ogy and argumentation, coming from both sides. We also re-
view the Weighted Attack/Support Argumentation graphs [14]
and the necessary definitions used in this paper. In Section
3, we discuss four well-established psychological persuasive
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techniques. For each technique, we present the idea underly-
ing the technique along with supportive evidences validating
the technique. Finally, in Section 4, we model the psychologi-
cal persuasive techniques discussed in Section 3 using abstract
argumentation and evaluate the resulting model.

2 Background
Within the computational argumentation field, a significant
effort has been placed on proposing and evaluating models
and techniques aimed at allowing an automated agent (i.e.,
persuader) to persuade a person (i.e., persuadee). Theoreti-
cally, an agent would seek to deploy an optimal persuasive
policy, mapping each possible state of a dialogue to the best
argument for the agent to present. This persuasive policy may
strive to maximize different objectives:

• likelihood of having a specific set of arguments (i.e., target
arguments) accepted at the end of the dialogue, [11, 3].

• persuadee’s valuation of a specific point of view (repre-
sented as a single target argument) [19].

• belief of the persuadee in the target arguments [12],
• plausibility of the target arguments [14].

However, while different computational argumentative
techniques have been proposed and investigated in theoretical
settings, human persuasive techniques have been thoroughly
investigated in the real world by psychology researchers.
These studies have identified the psychological grounds and
characteristics of the different techniques that people actually
use. The apparent gap between the notion of persuasion in
argumentation theory and human persuasive techniques pre-
vents automated persuasive agents from building upon proven
psychological persuasive evidence and thus reduces the poten-
tial impact of such agents.
A handful of previous works have examined different facets

of the connections between argumentation theory and hu-
man behaviour. For example, Rahwan et al. [16] have studied
the reinstatement argumentative principle in questionnaire-
based experiments, Cerutti et al. [5] examined humans’ abil-
ity to comprehend formal arguments and Rosenfeld and Kraus
[17, 18] have established that the argumentation theory falls
short in explaining people’s choice of arguments in synthetic
and real world argumentative settings. To the best of our
knowledge, in this recent line of research, no work has used
psychological evidences to investigate the computational ar-
gumentation theory applicability and its possible adaptation.



a b c

Figure 1: Example of bipolar argument graph where plain
arrows mean attacks and dashed arrows mean supports.

In order to perform reasoning in a persuasive context, an
argumentation framework needs to be defined (see [4] for a re-
cent review). In its most basic form, an argumentation frame-
work consists of a set of arguments A and an attack relation R
over A×A [7]. In previous investigations of human argumenta-
tive behaviour (e.g., [17, 18]), it was noticed that people often
use supportive arguments rather than attacking ones, which
necessitates the addition of the support relation as suggested
in [1]. Furthermore, it is shown that people associate different
belief levels in arguments, as suggested in [2], and different
strength levels with interactions between arguments, as sug-
gested in [8]. Interestingly, a framework named Weighted At-
tacks/Support Argument [14] embedding all these components
has recently been proposed. We review this framework below.

2.1 Weighted Attacks/Support Argument
Weighted Attacks/Support Argument (WASA) graphs [14] are
able to model argument graphs with attacks, supports, initial
plausibility and strength of interactions between arguments
taken into account. This framework merges several concepts:
First of all, it is bipolar [1], allowing an additional support
relation. Moreover, it uses initial weights as the plausibility
for the arguments. In this work, we interpret the plausibility
as an initial strength given to an argument.

Definition 1 A WASA graph is characterized by a triplet
A = 〈A,G, w〉, where,

• A is a vector of size n ordering a set of arguments,
• G, the transposed adjacency matrix, a square matrix of

order n, with gij ∈ {−1, 0, 1},∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, where
gij = −1 (resp. 1) represents an attack (resp. a support)
from j to i and 0 means no relation,

• w is a weight vector in Rn.

Example 1 Example of WASA graph.
The bipolar argument graph depicted in Figure 1 can be

represented as a WASA graph as follows:〈(
a
b
c

)
,

(0 −1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0

)
,

(
wa

0
wb

0
wc

0

)〉

The acceptability of an argument a is calculated using the
Direct Aggregation Semantics and is called the acceptability
degree DegA(a) in a WASA A = 〈A,G, w〉.
In order to calculate it, we first need to define a damping

factor d ≥ 1, acting as a decreasing effect the further the
arguments are from a in the argument graph. Then, we can
calculate the propagation matrix

PrG,d =
∞∑

i=0

(1
d
G
)i

.

Note that the sum is defined at the infinite. However, for
most applications, the sum converges to a stable propagation

matrix, i.e., a matrix that does not change after further prop-
agation steps as long as d > m with m the maximum indegree
in G. When the propagation does not exactly converges, we
can stop the process when the matrices before and after the
additional propagation step are ε-close. In this case the prop-
agation matrix can be approximated by (I − 1

d
G)−1 [14].

Finally, we can calculate the acceptability degree vector

DegA,d = PrG,d × w

for all the arguments. We denote DegA,d(a) the acceptability
degree of argument a.
In this work, we extend the traditional argument graph de-

piction as presented in Figure 1 to take into account temporal
aspects of the dialogue. Namely, we add additional informa-
tion to the graph: the step at which the argument has been/to
be played. This also allows us to represent duplicate argu-
ments that may be played several times in a given dialogue.
Specifically, each argument is amended with a subscript, de-
noting at what step it is presented. A subscript of zero denotes
that an argument is not presented at all.

3 Psychosocial Persuasion Principles
We focus on four well-established techniques commonly used
by professional in, for instance, sales or marketing, which have
been formalized by psychologists. These technique are aimed
at persuading other people. Within the field of persuasive
technologies, Fogg [9] defined persuasion as “an attempt to
shape, reinforce, or change behaviours, feelings, or thoughts
about an issue, object, or action”.
Each of the four techniques is presented along with the psy-

chological intuition standing behind it and one or two human
studies from the literature that corroborated the benefit of
the technique. Following psychological terminology, we define
the target request to be a designated argument in the argu-
mentation framework which represents the persuader’s aim or
goal – namely, having the persuadee doing or believing some-
thing. This target request is equivalent to the goal argument
in Rosenfeld and Kraus’s framework [19]). Positing only the
target argument would probably not suffice to persuade the
persuadee in many setting. Therefore, it is necessary to posit
additional arguments which interact with the target request
or interact with other arguments that may attack the target
request. Each technique prescribes a procedure of how and
when to posit these additional arguments.

3.1 Foot in the Door
3.1.1 The Premise
The foot in the door (FITD) technique has been first described
by Freedman and Fraser [10]. This technique consists in ask-
ing a small favor before asking for the target behavior (e.g.,
asking someone for direction before asking for money). Indi-
viduals who have been asked a small request before the target
one generally tend to answer more favorably compared to in-
dividuals who have straightforwadly been asked the target
request. This effect is due to the fact that accepting a small,
initial request leads individuals to see themselves as being so-
cial – “agreeing to requests made by strangers”. Consequently,
when confronted with a second request, individuals tend to



comply with the above perception and accept more willingly
a bigger request. Failure to conform to the self-image gen-
erated by the first request generates a cognitive dissonance,
which can explain compliance.

3.1.2 Studies

In their paper, Freedman and Fraser [10] report two studies.
In the first one, the target request was to ask housewives to
allow a survey team to come into their homes for two hours
to conduct a study about the household products they use.
Participants were assigned to one of four experimental groups,
depending on the first contact (i.e., the initial request) before
asking the target request:

1. They were asked to answer some short questions about the
kinds of soaps they use (FITD).

2. They were asked if they would be willing to answer differ-
ent questions but the questions themselves were not asked
(agree only).

3. They were merely approached but not asked anything.
4. There was no initial contact (control group).

Results show that the compliance rate is:

1. 52.8% when the FITD was used,
2. 33.3% when agree only,
3. 27.8% when merely approached,
4. 22.2% for the control group.

In their second study, the target request was to ask par-
ticipants to put a very large sign which said “Drive Care-
fully” in their front yard. The authors designed several types
of initial requests (e.g., participants were initially asked to
either put a small sign in their garden or sign a petition). A
control condition was added, in which participants were not
initially approached. In the control condition, only 16.7% of
the participants complied with the target request. The high-
est compliance rate was obtained by asking something that
was similar (i.e., put a small sign) and on a similar issue (i.e.,
safe driving), in which case 76% of the participants agreed
to the target request. In the three other configurations, 47%
complied with the target request, which remains higher than
in the control condition.
Theses results show that making a small initial request be-

fore a larger one brings about an increased compliance rate
with the target request. This effects holds whether both re-
quests focus on the same behaviour or not and whether both
requests target the same issue or not. However, the best com-
pliance rate is achieved when both requests target the same
type of behaviour, focused on the same issue.

3.2 Door in the Face
3.2.1 The Premise

The door in the face, (DITF) principle has been first theorized
by Cialdini et al. [6]. This technique is almost symmetrical to
the FITD technique discussed above. Using the DITF tech-
nique, one asks an “unreasonable” request before proposing
a smaller one – the target request. The mechanism behind it
is that, after the big request have been rejected, proposing

a smaller request is perceived as a concession that the per-
suader has made from her original request. Thus, in order to
maintain a certain level of reciprocity in the relation, the per-
suadee will tend to comply more with the target request than
if it was made without the preparatory action.

3.2.2 Studies
In their original paper [6], the authors report three studies. In
one of these studies, the target request was to have students
accompany a group of juvenile delinquents on a two-hour trip
to the zoo. They grouped the students into three conditions:

1. students with whom they engaged the interaction by asking
them first to act as counselors to juvenile delinquents for a
period of two years (big request),

2. students without any other request except for the two-hour
trip (control group),

3. students where both options were presented and subjects
were to choose which (if any) of the two options to take.

The results are as follows:

1. 50% agreed when the door in the face technique was used
(first asking the big request).

2. 16.7% of the subjects of the control group complied with
the request.

3. 25% agreed on the small request when both options were
presented.

3.3 Repetition
3.3.1 The Premise
The repetition principle has been developed and tested by
Petty and Cacioppo [15]. Simply put, the technique calls for
the reformulation of arguments presented multiple times.
This repetition is not endless. Although it has been show

that repeating an argument two or three times, under different
formulations, may be beneficial, this effect tends to decrease
as the number of repetition increases.

3.3.2 Studies
Petty and Cacioppo [15] conducted two studies in which par-
ticipants heard the same argument (in different formulations)
zero (for control), one, three and five times in succession. They
were then asked to rate their agreement with the target ar-
gument and list the arguments they could recall.
The results show that participants’ agreement increases for

the first three conditions and decreases when the argument is
presented five times.

3.4 Anchoring
3.4.1 Principle
The anchoring technique has been described by Tversky and
Kahneman [21]. It refers to the tendency of people to gener-
ate judgements and estimations based on an initial reference
point, an anchor. It is thus quite simple to manipulate this
anchor by providing it in the argument itself, for instance. In
such case, subsequent judgement made by the persuadee are
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Figure 2: Foot in the door

expected to be biased toward the anchor initially provided.
While this technique is more commonly used in numerical
settings (e.g., providing an anchor for a value of a product),
it can also be applied to any type of arguments that could be
ranked. In a sense, anchoring can be seen as a generalization
of both the foot in the door and the door in the face princi-
ples. Indeed, in the former case, the persuader uses a smaller
request first while in the latter she uses a bigger request first.

3.4.2 Studies
Tversky and Kahneman [21] provided several examples of the
use of the anchoring technique. In one study, experimenters
asked participants to give a series of estimations (in per-
centages), such as the percentage of African countries in the
United Nations (UN). Before the estimation was provided,
a random number between 0 and 100 was presented to par-
ticipants by spinning a wheel in the participants presence.
The results show that different initial number presented on
the wheel led participants to generate different estimations:
the group that received the number 10 estimated that 25% of
African countries were in the UN (on average), whereas the
group that received the number 65 estimated it at 45%.
In another study reported, experimenters asked two groups

of students to estimate, within five seconds, the product of a
numerical expression:

1. 8× 7× 6× 5× 4× 3× 2× 1, or,
2. 1× 2× 3× 4× 5× 6× 7× 8, i.e., the exact same sequence

but in reverse order.

The median estimate for the first group (with the descending
sequence) was 2250, whereas it was 512 for the second group
(with the ascending sequence). This result can be simply ex-
plained by the fact that subjects based their estimation on the
results of the first operations they were able to make, which
are obviously higher in the descending sequence.

4 From Psychosocial Persuasion Principles
to Argumentation Frameworks

In this work, we will use the following interpretations of the
plausibility of an argument and its acceptability degree. We
consider that the plausibility wa of an argument a corresponds
to the acceptance ratio of the control conditions of the dif-
ferent psychological experiments. The degree of acceptability
DegA,d(a) ∈ [0, 1] of an argument a is used as threshold. When
the value is bigger (resp. smaller) than 0.5, we expect the ac-
ceptance ratio to be bigger (resp. smaller) than 50%. This
is consistent with the threshold in the epistemic approach to
probabilistic argumentation (see, e.g., [13]).

4.1 Foot in the Door
4.1.1 Argumentation Framework:
Before the application of the FITD technique, the persuader
wants to have a single argument a accepted at the end of the

a, 2 ¬b,1

Figure 3: Door in the face.

debate (it is the target request). Figure 2 depicts the applica-
tion of the FITD technique on this simple graph. Note that
we show the modification in an isolation context. However, in
general the arguments that we want to apply the techniques
on are usually part of a bigger graph.
Using the FITD principle, the persuader starts by playing

a small argument b in order to have it accepted by the per-
suadee. She then plays argument a as in the original graph.
However, this time, the argument a is supported by argu-
ment b. Therefore, the acceptance of b benefits the potential
acceptance of a.

Example 2 Figure 2 2 can be instantiated as follows:
a We come to your house to ask you questions.
b You answer some questions over the phone.
The strategy of the persuader is to increase the chance of

acceptance of a by triggering the acceptance of b before.

4.1.2 Analysis
The WASA associated to the single argument before the ap-
plication of the FITD principle is trivial. Therefore we show
below the procedure directly on the modified graph of Figure
2. The WASA is defined as follows:

A′ =
〈(

a
b

)(
0 1
0 0

)(
wa

wb

)〉
The propagation matrix after convergence, with d = 2 is:(

1 1
2

0 1

)
When calculating the degree of acceptability for both a and

b, we have DegA,d(a) = wa − wb
2 and DegA,d(b) = wb.

This means that argument a is accepted iff wa − wb
2 > 0.5.

Referring to the study presented in Section 3.1.2, we see that
the acceptance ratio in the control condition is 22.2%. We
consider wa = 0.222 and that argument a is thus accepted iff
wb > 0.556. According to [10], about two third of the partic-
ipants agreed with the smaller request. Therefore argument
a should be accepted and indeed, 52.8% of the participants
agreed with the target request when the FITD was used.

4.2 Door in the Face
4.2.1 Argumentation framework
In the same idea than previously, the initial graph is a single
target argument. However, for the transformation, we con-
sider in this case that the support of the target request is the
negation of the second argument. Note that this is an abuse of
notation where we really mean that it is the non-acceptance
of argument b that reinforces argument a.

Example 3 Let us instantiate the arguments of Figure 3, in
a context of the zoo trip experiment, as follows:
a Look after juvenile delinquents for a two-hour trip.
b Look after them for two years.



4.2.2 Analysis

The WASA associated with Figure 3 is:

A′ =
〈(

a
b

)(
0 1
0 0

)(
wa

1− wb

)〉
The WASA is the same as previously, except for the initial
plausibility part for argument b.
In this case, argument a is accepted iff wa + 1−wb

2 > 0.5.
Following the study presented in Section 3.2.2, wa = 0.167.

Therefore, we need to have 1 − wb > 0.666 in order to have
the target request accepted. In [6], the authors state that no
participants accepted the bigger request prior to be presented
with the second, smaller one. Following the same intuition,
we consider wb = 0. We can then conclude that the target
request should be accepted. The psychological study suggests
the same conclusion.

4.3 Repetition

a, 1

b, 2 c, 3 d, 4 e, 5 f, 6

g, 0

Figure 4: Repetition

Figure 4 depicts how the repetition technique can be repre-
sented. Argument a is the target request while arguments b to
f are the same argument (in different formulations) repeated
a certain number of times. As stated before, this differ from
traditional abstract argumentation where arguments are rep-
resented in the graph irrespectively of the way they are used.
In this case, by representing the timestep at which the argu-
ment has been played allows us to represent that an argument
has been played several times in the dialogue. Argument g is a
fictitious argument reinforced each time a repetition is made.

4.3.1 Analysis

The WASA associated is as follows for 5 repetitions. The
WASA for the other steps can be easily deduced from this
one.

A =

〈


a
b
c
d
e
f
g





0 1 1 1 1 1 −1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 0





wa

wb

wc

wd

we

wf

wg


〉

If we take a damping factor of exactly one plus the maxi-
mum indegree in the graph induced by each step (i.e., 2 for
0 repetition, 3 for 1 repetition, 4 for 4 repetitions and 6 for 5
repetitions), we obtain the following equations for the accep-
tance of argument a in each condition.

0 repetition wa − wg
2

1 repetition wa + 2∗wb
9 − wg

3
3 repetitions wa + 3∗wb

16 −
wc
64 −

17∗wd
256 −

wg

4
5 repetitions wa+ 5∗wb

36 −
wc
216−

37∗wd
1296 −

253∗we
7776 −

1549∗wf

46656 −
wg

6

In this case, multiple solutions are possible. According to
[15] wa = 0.372. We decide to associate the following val-
ues with the different arguments: wb = 0.9, wc = 0.5, wd =
0.2, we = 0.05, wf = 0.01 and wg = 0. We assume that the
argument that is being repeated is an argument with a high
plausibility value at the beginning but that its strength de-
creases as it keeps being used. As argument g is a fictitious
one, we give it an initial value of 0.
With these values, the acceptability degree for each condi-

tion is: 0.372 for 0 repetition, 0.572 for 1 repetition, 0.520 for
3 repetitions and 0.487 for 5 repetitions. Therefore, argument
a is accepted in the conditions 1 and 3 and rejected for 0 and
5. These results agree with the original study.

4.4 Anchoring
As a generalization of the foot in the door and the door in the
face principle, the argument graph for the anchoring principle
is also a generalization. However, the initial plausibilities in
the WASA are no tied to the actual arguments this time but
rather to their position in the ranking and the objective in
the persuasion problem.
For instance, if the objective is to sell a car at the highest

price possible, the first argument should be a price above the
actual price and then, in a second time, the actual price. On
the other hand, if the objective is to buy the very same car,
it is better to give a very low price first and then converge
towards the price we were willing to pay from the beginning.
Therefore, in the former case, the initial value should be low
for the extremely high price, increasing the more it closes
the gap with the price, and then decreasing again as is goes
further down, past the price and vice-versa in the latter case.

5 Discussion
In this paper we have made a modest step towards bridging
the gap between abstract argumentation and psychological
evidence for persuasion. This can be viewed as part of a larger
effort to investigate what drives human decision-making in the
argumentative context [20].
We have explained how to design argument graphs mod-

elling four different psychological techniques, commonly used
by people, and we have shown how they can be used to theo-
retically explain the observed results in human studies.
In future works we plan to include additional psychologi-

cal techniques and a deeper analysis of the WASA and other
abstract argumentation frameworks. A comparison with the
traditional semantics in bipolar argumentation frameworks is
another interesting direction. Finally, performing user studies
based on the new representation is crucial to validate this new
hybrid formalization.
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Policy generalisation in reinforcement learning for
abstract argumentation

Sultan Alahmari1 and Tommy Yuan 2and Daniel Kudenko3

Abstract. Policy generalisation is an important attribute for an ar-
gumentative learning agent to apply the learned solutions to different
environments. Learning agent needs to know the specific argumenta-
tion patterns which can help to identify optimal argument in different
argumentation graphs. This paper demonstrates some difficulties in
identifying patterns for learning in abstract argumentation systems.
We propose to look into the internal structure of the arguments in
order to facilitate the identification of useful argument patterns.

1 Introduction
Argumentation is a type of communication between agents with the
purpose of reaching an agreement on what to believe [14]. There has
been increasing research in agent argumentation over the past decade
[18]. For an agent to be an effective dialogue participant, it needs
to have a set of dialogue strategies in order to make high quality
dialogue contributions. By reviewing the literature in computerised
dialogue systems, such as [19] and [16], it was noted that the dia-
logue strategies for most implemented systems are hardwired into
the agent [2]. However, given the dynamic nature of argumentation,
pne problem with the hardwired strategy is that because the heuristics
are fixed, it is not possible to refine or extend the dialogue strategy
especially when dealing with newly arising dialogue situations. One
way to address this is to make the agent search for the optimal strate-
gies based on each situation, for instance using trial and error, the
agent with the best strategy wins the dialogue [6].

Machine learning is believed to be able to meet this challenge [1]
since it is flexible for an agent to learn dialogue strategies through
past experiences. In addition, learning makes an agent easier to adapt
to not only a deterministic environment but also a stochastic environ-
ment [1]. A common approach for machine learning in an agent con-
text is reinforcement learning (RL) [10]. RL maps each state with an
action by interacting with the environment, the agent can then learn
what to do and how to connect a different situation with an action in
order to maximise the cumulative reward [10]. However, the agent
does not know which action to take initially so it needs to explore
all actions by randomly trying them out. Figure 1 illustrates how re-
inforcement learning works. Some work in the literature combines
reinforcement learning with dialogues, for instance [5]. Their focus,
however, is on negotiation as opposed to persuasive argumentation,
which is a different kind of dialogue [12]. Our chief interest is rein-
forcement learning for argumentation.

In [1] and [2], we present the ARGUMENTO+ system, named
after its predecessor ARGUMENTO as reported in [19]. ARGU-

1 University of York, UK, email: smsa500@york.ac.uk
2 University of York, UK, email: tommy.yuan@york.ac.uk
3 University of York, UK, email: daniel.kudenko@york.ac.uk

Figure 1. Reinforcement learning

MENTO+ allows an RL agent to play an argument game against dif-
ferent baseline agents. The result is promising when an agent learns
and plays in the same argumentation graph. It would be ideal if the
knowledge learned from one argument graph could be applied to a
different argument graph. This technique is called policy generalisa-
tion in the area of reinforcement learning. The key challenge here is
to identify state action patterns in abstract argumentation that can be
effectively applied to different argumentation graphs. [11].

The aim of this paper is to report our ongoing work in policy gen-
eralisation. The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. We
first introduce the work done so far, we then propose a generalisa-
tion approach and discuss the result. Finally, we discuss our intended
future work in this area.

2 Argumento+

We have built a reinforcement learning argumentation test-bed, AR-
GUMENTO+, using the Java programming language. An Abstract
Argumentation Framework [4] is used to represent the argumentation
process. The argument game presented in [13] was adapted for rea-
sons of simplicity and flexibility. The details of the argument game
are as follows:

The argument game can be represented as a tuple of: G=<A, D, R,
P> where: A is the argumentation system, D is the dialogue history
which contains a set of moves made by the players, R is the set of
rules that players need to follow when making a move, P is the set of
players, normally 2 denoted as 0, 1. In [13], Wooldridge defines six
rules that each participant must follow in a simple argument game
and they are:

1. First move in D is made by player0 e.g. P0 = 0



2. Players take turns making moves (one move per turn). Pi =
Pimod2.

3. Players cannot repeat a move ∀ai, aj ∈ D, ai 6= aj .
4. Each move must attack (defeat) the previous move ai → ai−1

5. The game is ended if no further moves are possible ∀ai ∈ A∧ /∈
D, aian

6. The winner of the game is the player that makes the final move
Gwinner

.
= Pnmod2

In ARGUMENTO+, the learning agent adopts the most commonly
used reinforcement learning method, the Q-Learning algorithm. The
formula for the Q-learning algorithm is: Q(St, At)← Q(St, At) +
α[Rt+1 + γmax

a
Q(St+1, At) − Q(St, At)] The aim of this algo-

rithm is to make an agent learn from experience and map each state
with an action by choosing the maximum value from the Q-table,
which is updated after each episode (episode is a number of repeated
game between players, each episode is one game). To enable Q-
learning, we need to identify state, action and reward function.

The state representation in the literature (e.g.[14];[3]) is adapted
where states are nodes in the argumentation graph and actions are the
attack relation between arguments. The aim of reinforcement learn-
ing is to allow the agent to learn how to act in the environment to
maximise the long term cumulative reward, and to explore the opti-
mal actions for each state to achieve the agents goal. It is supported
in [15] that learning will occur iteratively and through a trial-and-
error method, depending on the experience of interaction between
the agent and the environment and the reward it received.

In this research, the reward for the agent is designed as the num-
ber of acceptable arguments in the grounded extension. The reason
for the adoption is that the grounded extension contains a set of ac-
ceptable argument that have been put forward by the dialogue partici-
pants, and each individual agent wishes to maximise the acceptability
of their own arguments in each episode [1].

After performing an initial experiment to investigate whether the
learning agent can learn to argue against the baseline agents [1];
[2], we found that it was generally encouraging to apply reinforce-
ment learning to argumentation. However, we discovered issues with
state representation, where a state is defined as the argument itself
in the argumentation graph. An argument sometimes appears in dif-
ferent dispute lines and therefore cannot represent a unique dialogue
state. As a result of the confusion over state representation, a learn-
ing agent picking an argument with a high value may sometimes lose
the game. This issue has an negative impact on the agent’s perfor-
mance. To tackle this issue, we proposed and experimented with a
more sophisticated state representation, that is (levelOfTree, agen-
tID, currentState, previousState). The results are promising and it can
clearly be seen that the learning agents perform better against differ-
ent baseline agents as demonstrated in Figure 2, 3 and 4 where the
performance of the learning agent is in green and the baseline agent
in blue.

The agent so far learns and performs in the same argumentation
graph. When facing a new argument graph, the agent has to learn
from scratch. It would be ideal if the learning agent could transfer
what has been learned in one graph to a different argument graph.
This relates to RL policy generalisation which will be discussed next.

3 Policy generalisation for abstract argumentation

Policy generalisation intends to generalise the policy that have been
learned by a RL agent. As a result, a leaned policy that has been
learned from one argument graph should be able to applied to a dif-

Figure 2. RL agent against Max-Probability agent

Figure 3. RL agent against Min-Probability agent

ferent argument graph. One solution is to identify possible argument
patterns (e.g. state-action pairs) that can be effectively applied across
a range of different argument graphs.

Since we are dealing with abstract argumentation system where
only the arguments and the attacking relations are known, this leads
us to looking into the attacking relations between the arguments
which might form useful features for argument representation. We
propose to take the feature of the number of attackers and the num-
ber of immediately winning attackers for use to represent an argu-
ment action. As an example shown in Figure 5, argument C, D has
zero attackers, argument B has one immediately winning attacker and
argument a has two attackers and one immediately winning attacker.

Number of attackers provides the number of possibilities that an
argument can be attacked. Number of immediately winning attackers
provides the number of immediately successful attackers. A further
feature (currently named as category) can be derived by using the
formula of (number of immediately winning attackers)/(number of
attackers). This number provides a short term view on the proportion
of the winning attackers. The value for category ranges from 0 to 1, it
can therefore be further classified into different intervals {0, (0,0.25],
(0.25,0.5), 0.5, (0.5,0.75], (0.75,1), 1}. The smaller the number is,
the argument is likely win from a short term of view. As a result, the
categories might be qualified as definite win, high likely win, likely



Figure 4. RL agent against Random agent

Figure 5. Argumentation graph

win, maybe win, unlikely win, high unlikely win, definitely lose from
a short term view.

Number of attackers and category have been applied in represent-
ing argument actions and implemented in ARGUMENTO+. To make
the state representation unique for the current game, we use the fol-
lowing state representation: (depthOfTree, Argument, Category, Nu-
mOfAttackers). Two Q-tables have been maintained: one for the cur-
rent argument game and the other is general that can be used by other
argumentation graphs. After finishing each argument game we trans-
fer the values to the general Q-table which contains only (Category,
NumOfAttackers). However, if two arguments in the current game
have the same category and number of attackers it will take an aver-
age of these two values then transfer that to the general Q-table.

In order to evaluate whether the generalisation method works, we
needed to identify a data set in order to test the agent’s performance.
Initially, we tested three different graphs and found that the policy
converged in episode 50 in all three, but there was a problem be-
cause the performance was not stable. We suspect that a big data set
is needed in order to achieve the stability. Therefore, we randomly
generated 50 different graphs, they are fully connected with a num-
ber of nodes between 5 to 10. To ensure a uniform choice, we chose
Leave One Out Cross Validation in 50 graphs, and take an average at
the end.

We ran the experiment over 50 games with each game having 50
graphs. The agent was trained on 49 graphs and then tested with
the 50th graph. We decided to encourage our learning agent to take

two different approaches based on the number of arguments in the
grounded extension. We examined whether the RL agent was inter-
ested in winning the game with the minimum or maximum number
of arguments. Indeed the reward shaping needs to be modified, as in
the flowchart in Figure 6. The experiment also envisages to have one
agent with knowledge and one without. After 50 games, an average
of the rewards after every 5 episodes was taken as shown in Figures 7
and 8.

Figure 6. Reward shaping

Figure 7. Cross validation for RL agent with and without knowledge with
minimum numbers of arguments

In the first few episodes of both cases, the learning agent (in red
line) demonstrates some advantage of the learnt knowledge but soon
the advantage was overtaken by the agent learning from scratch (in
blue line) most of the time. This is an unexpected result though the
usefulness of the learned knowledge is merely demonstrated at the



Figure 8. Cross validation for RL agent with and without knowledge with
maximum numbers of arguments

start. By comparing both cases in Figures 7 and 8, the learning per-
forms better when trying to win with minimal number of arguments.
By inspecting the Q-tables, the only consistent finding is that the ar-
guments with zero number attackers attract highest value in the win-
ning with minimal number of argument scenario. On reflection of the
experimental result, the argumentation graph in Figure 9 is used an
an example to facilitate the analysis. A uniformed distribution is as-
sumed where the winning possibility of an argument is 50/50 For ex-
ample,the current state for the learning agent is argument ‘A’ and the
agent needs to decide which argument to choose from ‘B’ or ‘C’ or
’X’. In our proposal, the agent can see the next level of the tree argu-
ments ‘D’, ‘E’ and ‘F’ respectively. Therefore the chance of winning
for argument ’B’, ’C’, ’X’ are 0.25, 0.5 and 1 respectively.

Figure 9. Argumentation graph with possibility of winning

We would normally expect the argument with a lower number of
attackers to do better. This is the case for argument ’X’ (with value
1) in a winning with the minimum number of arguments scenario.
However when the learning agent is looking to maximise the num-
ber of grounded extensions, ’C’ (with value 0.5) is the best choice.
A further example can be seen from the argumentation graph in Fig-
ure 10. Although argument ’Q’(with value 0.5) has higher winning
possibility value than ’R’ (with value 0.125), the learning agent will
choose R (with a lower value) because it is higher long term reward.
We believe that this is the main reason why the learning agent cannot

identify useful patterns to generalise the policy for different graphs.

Figure 10. Different scenario of argumentation graph

4 Conclusions and Future work

We have designed an RL agent for abstract argumentation and the
agent performed well in a single argument graph. We also reached
the conclusion that in abstract argumentation it is hard to capture
useful argument patterns that can be reused in different argument
graphs. It might be sensible to move from the abstract argumentation
to proposition-based argumentation where the internal structure of an
argument is considered.

There are many dialogue games in the area of informal logic and
computational dialectics that are operated at the propositional level
(e.g. [12]; [8]; [17]). Informal logic dialogue games possess rich fea-
tures in dialogue states and ample room for strategic formation where
various argument patterns can be identified.

The first step of investigation could be to study the representation
of goal, state, actions and reward functions for such dialogue so that
reinforcement learning can effectively take place. For a persuasive di-
alogue the dialogue goal can be specified as converting each others’
view point. Dialogue history, commitment stores and agent knowl-
edge base contribute to the formulation of the dialogue state which
should provide sufficient information for an agent to make decision
for an action.

Reward functions for dialogue games are complicated to design.
Ground extensions, which we have been used successfully in ab-
stract argument games, can be applied here, with extra facilities to
transform the pool of proposition-based commitments to abstract ar-
gument systems. ASPIC+ by Prakken and Modgil [7] and its im-
plementation - TOAST [9] by Reed and Snaith will be useful here.
Further reward functions can also be explored in order to capture the
naturalness of a dialogue e.g. argument flows. Upon the successful
learning of a single argumentation topic, the learned policies can be
tested on a different topic or even a different game to see whether it
is general.
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ArguMessage: A System for Automation of Message
Generation using Argumentation Schemes

Rosemary J. Thomas, Nir Oren and Judith Masthoff1

Abstract. This paper describes a system that uses argumentation
schemes and limited user input to automatically generate persuasive
messages that encourage behaviour change. We have used this sys-
tem in the domain of healthy eating, but are also exploring its use in
other domains such as behaviour change for cyber-security. The ar-
gumentation schemes used have been selected and amended by map-
ping them to Cialdini’s principles [5].

1 Introduction
Individuals are increasingly recognising the importance of healthy
eating and its effects on well-being. However, many find it difficult
to eat healthily, leading to negative outcomes such as diabetes and
obesity. Personalised messages have previously been shown to im-
pact on positive health behaviour, and so may be used to promote
healthy eating habits [8]. Researchers have investigated the person-
alisation of messages by adapting which of the widely used Cialdini
principles of persuasion should be applied [4, 6]. The number of Cial-
dini principles is limited, and so the question arises as to whether the
far more detailed and structured logical statements commonly used
in everyday dialogue, i.e., argumentation schemes, could be used to
provide finer-grained personalisation.

In our previous studies [4], we manually created and validated2

messages for each Cialdini principle (which was extremely time con-
suming). Since argumentation schemes have a definite structure with
easily modifiable variables, it may be easier to automate the process
of message creation after the initial validation of message types. In
addition, variables can be substituted with alternatives that can help
in building a large corpus of messages that can be used by, for exam-
ple, intelligent healthy eating trainer software. Our primary research
objective is to automate personalised persuasive messages that will
be able to sustain behaviour change. This could be achieved by in-
corporating Cialdini’s principles of persuasion [1] and argumentation
schemes [7, 11]. In this paper, we illustrate the system build on the
basis of the mapped argumentation schemes.

2 Related work
Cialdini’s Principles and Argumentation Schemes. The six

principles of persuasion formulated by Cialdini [2] were Reciproca-
tion; Commitments and Consistency; Social Proof; Liking; Author-

1 University of Aberdeen, U.K., email: [r02rj15, n.oren, j.masthoff]
@abdn.ac.uk

2 Over 150 participants classified the messages into the six principles and the
Free-Marginal Kappa [9] was used to validate how effectively (1 complete
agreement, 0.7-1 exceptional agreement and 0.4-0.7 reasonable agreement)
our messages were classified. A message’s Kappa had to be greater than 0.4
for a reasonable classification.

ity; and Scarcity. In our previous studies [4] we decided to exclude
Reciprocation and Scarcity from the follow-on studies. Only 2 Re-
ciprocation messages validated with Kappa ≥ 0.4, and these were
positive and negative framings of different message contents, mak-
ing them hard to use for comparison in follow-on studies. Whilst 4
Scarcity messages validated with reasonable agreement (Kappa ≥
0.4), none validated with Kappa ≥ 0.7. Additionally, both these prin-
ciples are difficult3 to use in a healthy eating persuasive context. Ta-
ble 1 illustrates the four remaining Cialdini principles.

Table 1: Four Cialdini’s Principles [3]

Cialdini’s Principles Description

Commitments and
Consistency (COM)

"It is easier to resist at the beginning than at
the end". When a person makes a dedication,
he or she will experience individual and so-
cial strains to act in accordance with that ini-
tial choice.

Social Proof (SOC)
"Where all think alike, no one thinks very
much". People confirm what is acceptable by
knowing what others believe as acceptable.

Liking (LIK)

"The main work of a trial attorney is to make
a jury like his client". We are likely to com-
ply to requests put forward by the ones we
recognise and like.

Authority (AUT)
"Follow an expert". The symbol of power
linked to a person will make people adhere
to their advises.

Argumentation schemes [11] are rules leading from assumptions
to conclusions that are often found in everyday dialogues. Some
schemes provide extremely strong support for their conclusion (such
as deductive inference). However, many schemes are defeasible; if
the assumptions hold, then the scheme conclusions are probably true,
but exceptions to the conclusion do exist. This latter type of scheme
is increasingly used in artificial intelligence and intelligent system
applications [10].

3 Implementation
3.1 Background
The mapping of Cialdini’s principles to the argumentation schemes is
summarised in Table 3. We developed a message generation system
using this mapping as its foundation. Given below is an explanation
of one of the argumentation schemes [5].

3 Reciprocation is hard to apply in a system, as it requires a plausible favour
and Scarcity may not be plausible in real life.



Major Premise Actor A is committed to Commitment C according to Goal G.
Minor Premise When Actor A is committed to Commitment C, it can be inferred that Actor A is also committed

to Action N which contributes to Commitment C.
Conclusion Actor A is committed to Action N.
Message Structure As Actor A wants to achieve Goal G, Actor A is committed to Commitment C. So, Actor A is

also committed to Action N as it helps Actor A achieve Commitment C.

Table 2: Argument from commitment with goal, and corresponding message.

Table 3: Cialdini’s Principles Mapping to Argumentation Schemes
[5]

Cialdini’s Principles Argumentation Schemes

Commitments and
Consistency

Argument from commitment with goal
Practical reasoning with goal
Argument from waste with goal
Argument from sunk cost with action
Argument from values with goal

Social Proof Argument from popular opinion with goal
Argument from popular practice with action

Liking

Practical reasoning with liking
Practical reasoning with goal and liking
Argument from position to know with goal
and liking

Authority

Argument from expert opinion with goal
Argument from rules with goal
Argument from position to know with goal
Argument from memory with goal

Argument from commitment with goal. This scheme states that
the proposed “action” supports the “actor” in fulfilling a “goal” they
committed to previously. In the domain of healthy eating, this scheme
can be used to encourage users to commit to a positive healthy eat-
ing “action” backed by their previous “commitment“. The generated
message is developed using a message structure created for each ar-
gumentation scheme, as demonstrated in Table 2 for the “argument
from commitment with goal” argumentation scheme.

To create automated messages for the argument from commitment
with goal scheme, we needed to describe a specific“commitment“,
“goal” and “action” for the “actor” who would be the intended sub-
ject of the message. Our aim is to crowd-source such messages, and
our system therefore — as shown in Figure 1 — presents a user with
a sample message using the message structure, and poses questions
to instantiate the scheme’s variables. In this argumentation scheme
(see Figure 1), we asked three questions:

Q1. What is the goal of the user?
A. The goal of the user is to _________. This provides the input for

Goal G.
Q2. What is the user therefore committed to do?
A. The user is committed to _________. This provides the input for

Commitment C.
Q3. What specific action contributes to achieve this commitment?
A. The user should ________. This provides the input for Action A.

To instantiate the variables appropriately, the user’s answers are
required to be in a verb form. To achieve this, we provided the user
with the first part of the answer (e.g., stating that “The goal of the
user is to . . . ” for Question 1).

The Appendix illustrates the remaining 13 argumentation
schemes, and the questions for the users along with the answer struc-

tures that we have developed.

3.2 Using the system

We intend to use the system within a set of user studies. The partic-
ipant is presented with the summary of the study instructions which
states that they required to generate a total of three messages with
three “recipes” (argumentation schemes) by answering some ques-
tions that provide the input for generating messages. Next, they are
shown the explanation of a “recipe” . This is followed by a set of
questions which require a small amount of participant input to gen-
erate the message. An example of the completed participant inputs is
shown in Figure 1. Then, the participant presses the ’Create Message’
button, which takes them to the second step which shows the gener-
ated message. In this case the message generated would be “As you
want to improve skin texture, you are committed to consume sources
rich in Vitamin C and potassium. So you’re also committed to con-
sume fruits such as kiwis and bananas as it helps you to consume
sources rich in Vitamin C and potassium”. The system uses template-
based natural language generation to produce these messages. Partic-
ipants provide their level of satisfaction with the message generated
on a 5-point Likert scale that ranges from not satisfied to totally sat-
isfied. In addition, they may provide detailed feedback, as input to
further improve the system. When the participant presses the ’Sub-
mit’ button, they are taken to the next randomly selected recipe. The
same process is repeated to generate a set of three messages per par-
ticipant in total.

4 Future work

We will conduct studies with lay people; argumentation scheme ex-
perts; and domain experts (e.g., dieticians) to generate a corpus of
messages using the developed system, and investigate the extent to
which the system makes it easy to produce good messages. We will
validate the messages produced with argumentation scheme experts,
to check they correspond to the argumentation schemes used to gen-
erate them. Next, the pre-validated messages will be validated as
’well-advised’ or appropriate in discussions with the domain experts.
Finally, we will investigate the perceived persuasiveness of these
messages with respect to different types of user, to form the basis
of personalized message algorithms. The latter extends the work we
conducted in [4] to investigate the impact of personality on persua-
siveness of messages produced from Cialdini’s principles.

Whilst our initial research was focussed on the healthy eating do-
main, the system and the messages it generates can also be used in
other domains. For example, we have started to apply it in the be-
haviour change for cyber-security domain [3]. The argumentation
schemes used in the system are all adapted from [11]. Given Walton
et al.’s schemes are mostly developed for general purposes, it is likely
that domain specific argument schemes can be proposed for use by



Figure 1: Explanation of argumentation scheme and questions

the proposed system. So, schemes specifically for healthy eating and
cyber-security could be developed and incorporated.

The system is currently only used to generate individual persua-
sive messages. These messages could then be used by a dialogue
system. This raises interesting questions on how to pick the best next
argument.
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Appendix
The tables below illustrates the remaining argumentation schemes
and the questions.

Table 4: Practical reasoning with goal

Major Premise Actor A has Goal G.
Minor Premise Carrying out Action N is a means to realise Goal G.
Conclusion Therefore, Actor A ought to carry out Action N.

Message Structure If Actor A performs Action N, it helps Actor A to achieve Goal G.
So, Actor A ought to do this.

Table 5: Questions

Practical reasoning with goal

1. What is the goal of the user?
A. The goal of the user is to ________.
2. What is the desired action from the user?
A. The user should ________.



Table 6: Argument from waste with goal

Major Premise If Actor A stops trying to realise Goal G now, all of Actor A’s
previous efforts to realise Goal G will be wasted.

Minor Premise If Actor A’s previous attempts to realise Goal G are wasted, that
would be a bad thing.

Conclusion Therefore, Actor A ought to continue trying to realise Goal G.

Message Structure If Actor A stop trying to achieve Goal G now, all Actor A’s pre-
vious efforts will be wasted. Therefore, Actor A ought to continue
trying to do that.

Table 7: Questions

Argument from waste with goal

1. What is the goal of the user?
A. The goal of the user is to ________.

Table 8: Argument from sunk cost with action

Time T1 Time of Actor A’s commitment to Action N.
Time T2 Time of Actor A’s confrontation with the decision whether carry out

Action N or not.
Major Premise There is a choice at Time T2 between Action N and not-Action N.
Minor Premise At Time T2, Actor A is pre-committed to Action N because of what

Actor A did or committed to at Time T1.
Conclusion Therefore, Actor A should choose Action N.

Message Structure Actor A has a choice whether or not to perform Action N, however
Actor A was committed to do so earlier. So, Actor A should choose
to Action N.

Table 9: Questions

Argument from sunk cost with action

1. What did the user commit to do?
A. The user is committed to ________.

Table 10: Argumentation from values with goal

Major Premise Value V is positive as judged by Actor A.
Minor Premise The fact that Value V is positive affects the interpretation and there-

fore the evaluation of Goal G of Actor A.
Conclusion Value V is a reason for Actor A retaining commitment to Goal G.

Message Structure If Actor A achieves Goal G, it will help Actor A to realise Value V,
which is regarded as positive by Actor A. This justifies that Actor
A should achieve Goal G. Therefore, Actor A should retain Actor
A’s commitment to it.

Table 11: Questions

Argument from values with goal

1. What does the user regard as important in their life?
A. The user regards to ________ as important in their life.
2. What is the goal of the user that is related to the above?
A. The goal of the user that is related to the above is to ________.

Table 12: Argument from popular opinion with goal

Major Premise Actor A has Goal G. Action N is generally accepted as contributing
to Goal G.

Minor Premise If Action N is generally accepted as contributing to Goal G, that
gives a reason for Actor A to do Action N.

Conclusion There is a reason for Actor A to do Action N.

Message Structure It is generally agreed that if Actor A performs Action N, this will
help Actor A to achieve Goal G. So, Actor A should perform Ac-
tion N.

Table 13: Questions

Argument from popular opinion with goal

1. What is the goal of the user?
A. The goal of the user is to ________.
2. What is the action taken by the user achieve their goal?
A. The user should ________.

Table 14: Argument from popular practice with action

Major Premise Action N is a popular practice among Actor B.
Minor Premise If Action N is a popular practice among Actor B, that gives a reason

for Actor A to think that Action N is acceptable.
Conclusion Therefore, there is a reason for Actor A to accept Action N.

Message Structure Actor B performs Action N. Actor A should therefore do likewise.

Table 15: Questions

Argument from popular practice with action

1. What is a popular good practice?
A. A popular good practice is to ________.

Table 16: Practical reasoning with liking

Major Premise Actor B will appreciate it if Actor A carries out Action N.
Minor Premise Carrying out Action N is a means to realise Actor A’s affinity to-

wards Actor B.
Conclusion Therefore, Actor A ought to carry out Action N.

Message Structure Actor A’s Actor B will appreciate it if Actor A performs Action N.
So, Actor A ought to do that.

Table 17: Questions

Practical reasoning with liking

1. Who does the user like?
A. The user likes their ________.
2. What action should the user undertake to gain appreciation from
that person?
A. The user should ________.

Table 18: Practical reasoning with goal and liking

Major Premise Actor A has Goal G. Actor B will appreciate it if Actor A realises
Goal G.

Minor Premise Carrying out Action N is a means to realise Goal G and Actor A’s
affinity towards Actor B.

Conclusion Therefore, Actor A ought to carry out Action N.

Message Structure If Actor A performs Action N it helps Actor A to achieve Goal G
and Actor A’s Actor B will appreciate it. So, Actor A ought to do
that.



Table 19: Questions

Practical reasoning with goal and liking

1. What is the goal of the user?
A. The goal of the user is to ________.
2. What is the desired action from the user to help achieve their goal?
A. The user should ________.
3. Who does the user like?
A. The user likes their ________.

Table 20: Argument from position to know with goal and liking

Major Premise Actor A has Goal G. Source S is in position to know about things in
a certain Domain D containing Action N which contributes to Goal
G.

Minor Premise Source S asserts that Action N will attain Goal G.
Conclusion There is a reason for Actor A to do Action N.

Message Structure Actor A’s Source S suggests that Actor A performs Action N to
achieve Goal G. So Actor A should follow Source S’s suggestion.

Table 21: Questions

Argument from position to know with goal and liking

1. What is the goal of the user?
A. The goal of the user is to ________.
2. Who is the experienced person liked by the user to help achieve
their goal?
A. The experienced person is their ________.
3. What do they recommend?
A. The user should ________.

Table 22: Argument from expert opinion with goal

Major Premise Actor A has Goal G. Source S is an expert in Domain D containing
Action N which contributes to Goal G.

Minor Premise Source S asserts that Action N will attain Goal G.
Conclusion There is a reason for Actor A to do Action N.

Message Structure Source S recommends that Actor A performs Action N to achieve
Goal G. So Actor A should follow Source S’s recommendation.

Table 23: Questions

Argument from expert opinion with goal

1. What is goal of the user?
A. The goal of the user is to ________.
2. Who is the professional with expertise in this field?
A. The professional is a ________.
3. What do they recommend?
A. The user should ________.

Table 24: Argument from rules with goal

Major Premise Actor A has Goal G. If carrying out types of actions including Ac-
tion N is the established rule for helping to achieve Goal G, then, A
must carry out Action N.

Minor Premise Carrying out types of actions including Action N is the established
rule for helping to achieve Goal G.

Conclusion Actor A must carry out Action N.

Message Structure Actor A should perform Action N since it is an established rule that
helps to achieve Goal G.

Table 25: Questions

Argument from rules with goal

1. What is the goal of the user?
A. The goal of the user is to ________.
2. What action according to an established rule helps to achieve the
goal of the user?
A. The user should ________.

Table 26: Argument from position to know with goal

Major Premise Actor A has Goal G. Source S is in position to know about things in
a certain Domain D containing Action N which contributes to Goal
G.

Minor Premise Source S asserts that Action N will attain Goal G.
Conclusion There is a reason for Actor A to do Action N.

Message Structure Source S suggests that Actor A performs Action N to achieve Goal
G. So Actor A should follow Source S’s suggestion.

Table 27: Questions

Argument from position to know with goal

1. What is goal of the user?
A. The goal of the user is to ________.
2. Who has personal experience to help the user achieve their goal?
A. The experienced person is a ________.
3. What do they recommend?
A. The user should ________.

Table 28: Argument from memory with goal

Major Premise Actor B recalls Action N contributed to Goal G.
Minor Premise Recalling that Action N that contributed to Goal G is a clear reason

for Actor A to believe Action N is good.
Conclusion It is reasonable for Actor A to believe Action N is good.

Message Structure Actor A’s Actor B recalls that Action N helped Actor B to achieve
Goal G. So, Actor A should believe that Action N is good.

Table 29: Questions

Argument from memory with goal

1. Who does the user know?
A. The user knows their ________.
2. How did they achieve that goal?
A. They achieved that goal by ________.
3. What goal was achieved by that person?
A. The goal achieved by that person was ________.



Evaluating the Strength of Arguments on the Basis of a
Linguistic Analysis: A Synthesis

Mathilde Janier and Patrick Saint-Dizier 1

Abstract. In this contribution, we present several layers of linguis-
tic analysis, the aim of which is to provide indications on the strength
of arguments in context. This contribution proposes a synthesis of
existing resources to evaluate strength also used in opinion analy-
sis, then it develops features which are proper to argument strength.
Linguistic elements related to (1) the argument contents, (2) the dis-
course structures associated with this argument (which may intro-
duce restrictions), (3) the nature of argument schemes used, and (4)
some rhetoric elements are investigated.

1 INTRODUCTION
There are several ways to measure the strength of arguments. The
strength can be measured from a logical and pragmatic perspective
or it can be measured from a language point of view. Both approaches
are not necessarily coherent but they must be combined to produce
a relatively accurate measure of strength. Argument strength may
be measured for each argument in isolation or for groups of related
arguments, taking into account their relations and structure.

In this contribution, an argument is composed of a claim and
of one or more propositions Pi which support or attack the claim.
Claims and propositions Pi have their own strength. In this contri-
bution, we first identify linguistic phenomena and their related cues
which are a priori marks of strength on propositions Pi taken in iso-
lation. We then integrate this analysis into a larger view where a
proposition Pi is associated with discourse structures which may re-
inforce or weaken its strength. In a subsequent stage, sets of related
propositions Pi are considered, so that their relative strength can be
characterized on the basis of linguistic factors. Finally, the impact of
argument schemes and rhetoric cues is explored to give an overall
picture of how argument strength based on linguistic analysis can be
measured. Priority is therefore given to linguistic analysis, in which
results of lexical semantics are relatively stable and accurate, over a
more pragmatic and intuitive analysis of argument strength.

This investigation and analysis is carried out within the framework
of argument mining and analysis in which, given a controversial is-
sue, arguments for or against this standpoint are mined in different
types of texts (see for example [11], [10]). Besides supporting or at-
tacking an issue, propositions Pi may also attack or support each
other. The problem of the relatedness between a claim and proposi-
tions Pi has been addressed in [16], it will therefore not be discussed
in this contribution which focuses on a crucial and difficult parame-
ter: evaluating the potential strength of an argument. In our perspec-
tive, persuasion is a kind of contextual evaluation of the strength of
an argument. This will not be addressed here, although it is clear that
it should be the ultimate component of such an investigation.
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Quite a large number of investigations, more or less successful
and ad’hoc, have been developed within the framework of opinion
analysis. This document reviews the main results and develops addi-
tional or more specific material proper to argument strength analysis.
In opinion analysis, platforms and resources such as Sentistrength
(http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk/) and the Stanford Sentiment Tree-
bank. Major synthesis on opinion strength are developed in [17] and
[8]. However, if some features are shared with argument strength
analysis, argument strength is more complex to characterize since
an argument is a complex system composed of a claim, one or more
justifications, and quite frequently some forms of evidence, backing
and warrant and rebuttals. Qualifiers may also be stated. Finally, the
nature of the argument scheme that has been used may be crucial.
This contribution develops a synthesis of a number of these aspects.

Investigations on argument strength have focused on a few aspects
such as (1) teaching how to organize written essays and how to orga-
nize arguments and give them an appropriate strength, (2) research
on persuasion which is, in our view, an analysis of strength in con-
texts (domain and listeners are taken into account), and (3) in the-
oretical analysis of argumentation where graphs of attacks and sup-
ports are developed. Let us note for example [6] that deals with an
in-depth analysis of persuasion, [23] which investigates the content
of persuasive messages. Sensitivity to argument strength of various
populations is developed in e.g. [3].

The relation of strength with rhetorical questions has been ad-
dressed in e.g. [12]. A number of linguistic factors are analyzed in
e.g. [1], and later in [18], [19]. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge little has been done to characterize argument strength from a
linguistic point of view, within the perspective of argument mining.
This article is a contribution to this perspective, it also outlines the
high context sensitivity of linguistic factors.

This paper is organized as follows. In a first stage, the contribu-
tion to argument strength of individual lexical items found in propo-
sitions Pi is investigated. The hypothesis is that such propositions
have an intrinsic strength independently of the claim. Lexical se-
mantics structures to organize linguistic data are introduced. Then,
the strength variations induced by the combination of several lexi-
cal items in a proposition and the support construction in which it
may be embedded are explored and tested experimentally. Since it
turns out that contextual effect in its broad sense is crucial to have an
accurate estimate of the strength of an argument, several contextual
parameters are discussed, in particular the impact of the discourse
structures which are adjoined to the argument or to a proposition Pi

and the kind of argument scheme on which the argument relies.



2 THE ANALYSIS CORPUS

Several types of corpora are used to carry out this investigation. Doc-
uments are oral or written, they are essentially in English with a few
of them in French. Our corpus is composed of the following ele-
ments:

• a corpus of debates extracted from the BBC Moral Maze, analyzed
in conjunction with the university of Dundee, with about 2000
arguments [2], available on their platform,

• a corpus of consumer opinions in the hotel domain [20] and in re-
lation with the services offered by the local French airline HOP!
(French texts); this corpus is particularly rich in discourse struc-
tures which modify argument strength and scope, which includes
about 250 arguments,

• a corpus of short texts, that contains about 150 arguments, used
to identify the relatedness problem [15], [16] from the domains of
vaccination, nuclear energy (in French), and women’s condition
in India.

These corpora are quite diverse in nature and linguistic characteris-
tics, they allow an accurate identification of the linguistic elements
at stake in the expression of strength. This corpus is used to identify
and evaluate the importance of various linguistic constructions and
linguistic resources in strength expression, it is therefore difficult to
evaluate its relevance a priori. The main point is that it contains a
large diversity of types of statements so that most linguistic phenom-
ena can be observed, but probably not quantified, which is not our
aim at this stage.

3 STRENGTH FACTORS WITHIN A
PROPOSITION

Given a claim, propositions Pi for or against it are essentially eval-
uative statements. These may be direct evaluations or may require
knowledge and inference to identify what is evaluated and how. The
terms used in propositions Pi to provide an evaluation of a standpoint
induce a polarity for the argument and strength indicators which say
whether their attack or support is strong or weak. This section ex-
plores the linguistic phenomena and their related cues, within the
propositions Pi, which may potentially be strength indicators. The
hypothesis is that such propositions have an intrinsic strength inde-
pendently of the claim, which is explored in this contribution. It is
however clear that the strength of the argument is a combination of
the strength of the claim and of the proposition that supports or at-
tacks it.

Evaluating the strength entailed by linguistic cues is quite sub-
jective. Our goal is to collect those marks and to structure them ac-
cording to scales. Evaluating their real impact in context requires
measures which go beyond this analysis, but this is a necessary step.
Some simple elements are given in section 3.4. Each linguistic cue is
investigated in isolation, then the correlation of several cues is inves-
tigated.

Two levels of the expression of strength are considered here: (1)
the implicit strength conveyed by head terms used in propositions
and (2) the strength conveyed by expressions, such as propositional
attitudes expressions, of which a proposition Pi is the sentential com-
plement. The propositions Pi considered in this investigation have a
simple syntactic structure. They are composed of a main point called
the kernel and adjuncts – in general discourse structures – which add
e.g. restrictions, justifications, purposes or illustrations to the kernel.

These discourse structures may scope either over the proposition or
over the entire argument.

The linguistic resources which are used are those of our TextCoop
platform, with which discourse analysis and argument mining is re-
alized. Resources considered in this investigation come for a large
part from general purpose and domain dependent lexical resources
we developed for opinion analysis.

3.1 A categorization of the expression of strength
As also shown in the area of opinion analysis, there are many ele-
ments which may have an impact on the strength of a proposition
Pi. Those with a higher impact are head elements such as verbs,
and elements which are less prominent in the syntax such as eval-
uative adjectives and adverbs. These latter are analyzed as adjuncts
to the noun for adjectives and to the VP or the sentence for adverbs.
These linguistic elements are used to determine the orientation of the
propositions Pi w.r.t. the claim (support, neutral, attack). In addition,
their implicit semantics is an important factor to evaluate the overall
strength of an argument.

The main categories of elements internal to a proposition Pi which
may impact the strength are:

1. positively oriented verbs, such as:
improve, benefit, optimize, reinforce, preserve, strengthen, guar-
antee, consolidate.
e.g. vaccination against Ebola is necessary because it guarantees
the non-proliferation of the disease.
There are many such verbs, the semantic function of which may
vary over domains.

2. negatively oriented verbs, such as:
affect, alter, break, demolish, hurt, lessen, ruin, undermine, dam-
age. For example, given the claim:
the situation of women in India has improved,
it is attacked by the proposition:
the persistent lack of education largely affects their independence.

3. similarly to verbs, a number of adjectives and adjectival com-
pounds contribute to the orientation and strength expression.
These are usually found in propositions where the verb is neutral
(auxiliary, light verb, verbs such as allow, enable, where the orien-
tation of the object is crucial) or is largely underspecified w.r.t. to
polarity and strength. Adjectives in this category are, for example:
useful, capable, consistent, resistant, compliant, beneficial, opti-
mal
for the positively oriented ones and:
risky, polluted, dangerous, weak, harmful
for the negatively oriented ones. A typical example is e.g. :
vaccination against Ebola is dangerous because the adjuvant is
toxic, where toxic induces the orientation and the strength.

4. expressions derived from verbs, past participles, and adjectival
compounds with an evaluative or scalar dimension such as:
disappointing, potentially risky.
For example, a negatively oriented argument in relation with a
standpoint on the necessity of nuclear plants is:
Pipe corrosion in nuclear plants is potentially risky.

5. nouns which appear as NP objects in the proposition which have
a positive or negative orientation, e.g.: risk, disease, reward, suc-
cess.

The expression of strength is also mediated by a number of terms
which introduce propositions Pi. These are called control construc-
tions, they sub-categorize for a proposition or a sentential comple-



ment which is here a proposition Pi. These constructions, although
found in opinion analysis, are more developed in argumentation.
They also appear in dialog analysis in general. The scope of these
constructions is the entire argument, not the justification, as it would
be the case in opinion expression. Control constructions can be orga-
nized according to the following linguistic categories:

1. Propositional attitude verbs and expressions: besides the expres-
sion of agreement or disagreement, which is their main aim, most
of the elements of this category have an implicit weight. In this
class fall verbs and expressions such as:
think, believe, agree, deny, argue, refute, acknowledge, reckon,
disagree, accept, reject.
The semantics of these verbs is investigated in depth in [22]. These
elements have different weights which may depend on the context
and personal interpretations, for example, believe may be weaker
or stronger than think. Propositional attitude constructions do not
have, a priori, an impact on the argument orientation. Proposi-
tional attitude constructions can be modified by a negation or by
a modal such as would, could, have to as in: I would argue that, I
have to acknowledge that. These may impact the strength.

2. Psychological expressions or expressions denoting a desire, a po-
sition or an experience. These expressions may be at the origin of
the expression of a doubt or a weak support; they include verbs
and expressions such as:
I feel, I am worried about, I am intrigued by, dream of, be encour-
aged by, tend to.
These terms are often in an initial position or in a final position for
constructions such as worries me as in: the obligation of vaccina-
tion worries me, where the nominalized sentence is raised to play
the role of the subject.

3. Report verbs and associated constructions. They introduce argu-
ments and propositions Pi in a direct manner or as a reported
speech from e.g. other participants in a debate or from external
persons, frequently considered as experts (see also Section 4.2).
Similarly to the two above categories, these constructions can be
modified by a negation or a modal. In this category fall expres-
sions such as: report, say, mention, stated, announced, discuss,
claim and their morphological variants. Identifying the strength
of these terms is difficult: while report, say, announced are rather
neutral, terms such as claim, stated are much stronger. For exam-
ple, given the claim:
Ebola is a dangerous disease,
a strong attack may be:
the authorities of Guinea claimed that there is no risk of prolifer-
ation of Ebola.

4. Epistemic constructions. These also occur quite frequently, they
include expressions such as:
know, my understanding is that, I am convinced that, I suppose, I
realize, it is reasonable to assume, infer, implies, I can see.
While some introduce doubts or uncertainty, others are clear affir-
mations of a certain knowledge that may contradict or support a
standpoint.

5. Modal expressions. These behave as left adjuncts and modify
some of the expressions described above or may be adjoined to
the head verb of the argument. Most of them either weaken the
statement or introduce forms of hypothesis:
might, would, must, have to, could be, should be possible, it is rea-
sonable to, can mean, may mean.
For example, for the claim on vaccination against Ebola, a weak
support could be:

a systematic vaccination could define sanitary belts to avoid the
proliferation of the disease.

6. Adverbials related to the expression of opinion. In our corpora,
they frequently increase the strength of the arguments. They in-
clude:
probably, necessarily, most definitely, definitely, surely, usually,
frequently, often, certainly, of course, obviously, generally speak-
ing, of course, indeed.

3.2 Structuring expressions of strength by
semantic category

It is obviously impossible to a priori assign strength values to the
terms given in the different categories given above, nor is it possi-
ble to assign weights to their combinations. A option is to structure
these terms along scales [4], as for scalar adjectives in opinion anal-
ysis. In this experiment, it turns out that the polarity of about 75%
of the adjectives are domain independent. While the adjectives used
in opinion expression lend themselves relatively easily to an eval-
uation of their positive or negative character, this is more complex
for verbs, modals or the expressions categorized above. To organize
the elements in the different categories, an experiment is made using
non-branching proportional series (Cruse 86) which allow to define
partial orders over groups of terms w.r.t. a given measurable prop-
erty. These scales organize terms of a category from those with a
strong negative orientation to those with a strong positive orientation.
A neutral point is mentioned: it is a term when such a term exists or
an abstract point. The partial order introduces some flexibility by al-
lowing several terms to be at a given point on the scale when it is not
relevant to make strength distinctions between them.

Our approach is
(1) to classify the terms of each category in a dedicated scale follow-
ing their standard semantics,
(2) to evaluate the results and to possibly revise the classification ac-
cording to the results obtained from the experiment reported in 3.4.

For example, the negatively and positively oriented verbs given
above (3.1, items 1 and 2) are structured as follows:
[[ruin] - [break, demolish] - [affect,
alter, lessen, undermine, damage] - [hurt]
- Neutral - [preserve, guarantee] - [benefit]
- [improve, consolidate, strengthen] -
[optimize]].
Terms which are considered to have almost the same strength appear
in the same set, represented between square brackets. The neutral
point is represented by the constant ‘Neutral’, the two sets around it
have a moderate strength while the extremes sets are the strongest
ones.

Adjectives are more difficult to structure because they do not
modify in an homogeneous way the same property, for example,
resistant and optimal may not operate on the same concepts, where
optimal is rather higher-order. A global scale such as the following
can however be developed:
[[dangerous, harmful] - [risky, polluted]
- [weak] - Neutral - [useful, capable,
consistent, beneficial] - [resistant] -
[optimal]].
In this example, a certain number of adjectives is in the same set
since these have a relatively similar impact on strength.

Finally, a scale for propositional attitude verbs is the following:
[[deny - refute - reject] - [disagree] -
Neutral - [believe, think, accept] - [agree,



acknowledge, reckon] - [argue]].
The verbs to the extreme of the scale are more crucial in the
acceptance or rejection of the claim than those close to the Neutral
point. Adverbials modify these verbs or the VP they head by adding
or reducing the strength. These can be classified as follows by
increasing strength:
[[probably] - [indeed, usually, of course]
- [often, frequently, generally speaking] -
[definitely, surely, obviously, necessarily]
- [most definitely]].

3.3 Strength representation when combining
categories: a basic model

It is frequent to have propositions Pi that include terms from the two
levels presented in section 3.1: a first level of strength is expressed
within the proposition and then the proposition is embedded into a
variety of constructions from the second set of categories. For exam-
ple, given the claim:
Nuclear plants are useful since they pollute less than coal or oil.
a proposition such as:
I am definitely convinced that nuclear plants should be banished.
includes the strong negative term banished in its statement, which is
somewhat soften by the modal should. This proposition is included
into an epistemic construction with a strong connotation: a strong
verb convinced modified by the intensifier adverbial definitely. Eval-
uating the strength of such a proposition compared to e.g.:
I am convinced that nuclear plants must be banished.
is not trivial, even for human experts.

To have an accurate analysis of the strength of propositions Pi, a
semantic representation of the elements which contribute to strength
expression is developed. It is based on the categories of the elements
found in the proposition and on a rough estimate of their strength,
as reflected by the non-branching proportional series presented in
section 3.2. For example, the proposition:
Nuclear plants should be banished.
has the following semantic representation w.r.t. its strength:
[argument verb(strong negative) ∧ modal(weaken)].
where banished is among the strongest negative verbs on the
corresponding scale while the modal should weakens the strength of
this verb. Then, the whole proposition:
I am definitely convinced that nuclear plants should be banished,
which includes an epistemic construction, is represented as follows:
[control verb(epistemic, strong positive) ∧
adverbial(reinforce)]([argument verb(strong negative) ∧
modal(weaken)]).
Let us call this expression the signature of the strength of the
proposition. Considering the different elements of this representa-
tion, the resulting strength is strong with a negative orientation.

A simple way to identify the strength of an proposition is to de-
velop composition equations:

• in the proposition: the head terms are the verbs or the adjectives.
They a priori have a polarity and a strength level which is lexi-
cally induced. A standard scale with 5 values: [null, weak, aver-
age, high, maximal] is used in this first experiment. These lexical
structures may be combined with intensifiers which are modals for
verbs and adverbs for adjectives. Intensifiers weaken or reinforce
the strength of the element they modify. For example, if banished
has the strength ‘high’ with a negative orientation, then should
lower it to ‘average’ while preserving its orientation.

• The same strategy holds for the structure in which the proposition
is embedded. For example, I am definitely convinced is composed
of a head verb with strength ‘high’, and the adverbial definitely
increases its strength to ‘maximal’.

• The strength and orientation of a proposition are combined with
the control structure in which it is embedded. The resulting
strength is a function of the strength of each structure, for example
the average. In our example, ‘maximal’ must be combined with
‘average’, leading to ‘high’.

This model takes into account the different linguistic parameters of
an proposition, it is however very simple: it is based only on lin-
guistic considerations and on an a priori strength evaluation of each
lexical element. It does not take into account other crucial factors
such as the context of the utterance, the argument schemes used, the
domain and its style, the intonation and the preceding claims and
propositions Pi.

3.4 An experimental evaluation of strength based
on annotations

It is difficult to ask annotators to evaluate the strength of proposi-
tions Pi without any analytical support. The model provided in the
previous section, although quite simple, can be used as a support for
annotators who can concentrate on each element separately and then
make a global evaluation of the strength. In this section, a new pro-
tocol for strength analysis is introduced.

The idea is to automatically annotate propositions Pi with the val-
ues described in 3.3, and then to ask human annotators to indicate
their own evaluation for (1) a proposition, (2) the embedding struc-
ture when it exists, and (3) and the combination of the two. In a sub-
sequent stage, discourse structures will also be annotated using our
TextCoop platform. The manual annotations can then be compared to
the annotations produced by the system as described in section 3.3.
A more accurate model of strength analysis can then be developed
from these two evaluations.

Let us now illustrate the annotation structure that the annotator
uses. The annotator must specify the strength and possibly the orien-
tation for each of the uninstantiated attributes (strength, orientation,
intensity). The above example is annotated by the system, based on
a lexical and surface syntactic analysis; values are left open so that
annotators can filled them in:
<proposition strength= , orientation = >
<support strength= , orientation = >
I am definitely convinced that </support>
<kernel strength= , orientation = >
nuclear plants
<modal intensity = > should </modal>
<verb strength= , orientation = > be banished
</verb> </kernel> </proposition>
with strength ∈ [null, weak, average, high, maximal]
orientation ∈ [positive, neutral, negative]
intensity ∈ [lower, increase].

A first, preliminary experiment aims at identifying the strength
differences as postulated a priori by the linguistic description and
as perceived by humans. Contextual effects, such as the style or the
strength of other arguments, are not taken into account in this first
experiment in order to concentrate on propositions and arguments
strength taken in isolation. The contextual dimension will be consid-
ered in a second stage (see section 3).

In this initial experiment, a set of two hundred propositions have
been annotated. These are constructed via lexical variation, to ac-



curately evaluate the impact of each lexical item, from 15 original
claims. In these propositions, the lexical items which originate the
strength are substituted by others, e.g. convinced becomes feel and
then believe. Substitutions are the identical, as much as possible to
preserve relevance, over the 15 claims to preserve the homogeneity of
the results. A total of 38 lexical items are tested in various linguistic
realizations. The goal is to validate the protocol and have preliminary
results before starting a larger experiment.

The strength values are transformed into numbers to allow numer-
ical computations. The following parameters are investigated:

• the strength S1 associated with each lexical term: the different
values associated with each lexical item are averaged, to produce
their average individual strength estimate. Then, a partial order-
ing similar to the linguistic ordering presented in section 3.3 is
constructed based on these values.

• the strength S2 of a proposition Pi, elaborated from the individual
strength of each element it is composed of, is then computed.
This computation reflects the strength of combinations of several
lexical items. Vectors are produced to represent all the lexical
combinations, e.g.:
[lexical head L1, strength S1, lexical
intensifier L2, orientation O, Resulting
strength R].
For example:
[banished, 4, should, lower, 3].

• the strength S3 of the support construction is elaborated in a sim-
ilar way when it exists, it is equal to 1 when there is none,

• the global strength S4 of the proposition including the support
construction when it exists. For this level, the following vector is
considered:
[support strength S3, proposition strength
R, global strength G].

The results of this experiment are not very surprising:

• the individual strength of lexical items taken in isolation is very
similar to the series developed independently of any context from
a linguistic point of view, only 2 elements are classified differently,

• the proposition strength shows a variation of 15% compared to the
linguistic estimate of section 3.3. It is lower in 80% of the cases.
Most of the modals are interpreted as lowering the strength and
a gradation is expected: moderate lowering and strong lowering,
which would decrease the initial strength by 2 instead of just 1.
The prominent role played by modals in the strength expression is
an important result of this task,

• the support construction strength shows a variation of a maximum
of 25% either above or below the linguistic estimate. This can be
explained by the difficulty to interpret the strength of terms such
as believe compared to think. These terms are in fact context and
speaker dependent,

• the combination of the proposition and its support shows a vari-
ation of about 30% around the linguistic estimate, which is rela-
tively large and questions the validity of the linguistic classifica-
tion taken in isolation.

This simple and preliminary experiment shows that while there is
a relative stability on the strength of terms such as verbs and adjec-
tive, the strength evaluation is less stable for modals, and needs some
important adaptations for support constructions and their combina-
tion with or influence on the claim and vice-versa. This motivates the
second step of our investigation: taking into account various forms of

context, which should allow to have a more reliable estimate of the
strength of support constructions and modals.

4 OTHER FACTORS OF STRENGTH
Several other factors, which are essentially contextual, have a major
influence on the strength of propositions Pi and on arguments more
generally. Their influence is however difficult to accurately analyze.
These factors are explored in this section. The results of the previous
section (3.4) indeed show that the strength induced by some lexical
items depends on the context of the utterance.

The first factor are the discourse structures which may be adjoined
to a proposition or an argument that describe e.g. circumstances, con-
ditions, restrictions, etc. This factor has been investigated within the
RST framework (http://www.sfu.ca/rst/). The second factor is the ar-
gument scheme that has been used. Some have a higher strength or
reliability than others. The third factor is the context of the propo-
sition: it may be uttered in isolation or it may be part of a series of
propositions Pi and of arguments. As developed in e.g. [18], proposi-
tions associated with a claim may be structured as series or in paral-
lel. In the first case, the strength is the strength of the weaker one, and
in the second case it is the strength of the strongest one. This type of
factor is not found in opinion analysis where statements are in gen-
eral treated in isolation. The fourth factor is the syntactic structure of
the premise-conclusion pair where focus shifts can be observed via
for example left-extraposition. The last factor is the linguistic context
of the utterance. For example some debates may only use soft argu-
ments in order to remain polite and to avoid strong attacks, whereas
others use extremely strong terms even for arguments which are not
crucial.

In this section, the impact on argument strength of the first two
factors is discussed. The remaining ones require additional investi-
gations.

4.1 Influence of discourse structures on argument
strength

As in any form of elaborated discourse, arguments are quite fre-
quently associated with elements such as comments, elaborations,
comparisons, illustrations, etc. which can be considered as either
forms of explanation or secondary or subordinated arguments. These
discourse structures are borrowed from the RST ([9], see also
http://www.sfu.ca/rst/) considered within the perspective of argu-
ment strength analysis. These structures frequently implement argu-
ment schemes [21] and applied to opinion analysis [20], as developed
in section 4.2 below. In our view, explanation is not a basic rhetori-
cal relation as introduced in RST, but a very generic construction, a
’proto-relation’, which covers a large number of communication and
argumentative situations.

For the claim:
Ebola vaccination is necessary,
the statement:
the Ebola vaccine is easy to use for emerging countries (cheap, can
be transported without any need for refrigeration, active for a long
time)
is argumentative where the expression : ‘(cheap, can be transported
without any need for refrigeration, active for a long time)’ can be
analyzed (1) either as an elaboration or as an illustration of the head
expression ‘ easy to use for emerging countries’ (2) or as a secondary
or subordinate proposition which supports the main one. In RST the-
ory, the head expression is a nucleus while the elaboration or illustra-



tion is its satellite. The explanation or secondary proposition which
supports the main one increases the strength of ‘easy to use’.

However, the role of illustrations w.r.t. to argument strength is not
easy to determine. Given the claim:
I do not recommend this hotel,
in a proposition such as:
The bathrooms were in a bad condition: [ILLUSTRATION the show-
ers leaked, and the plug mechanism in the bath jammed ...],
the illustrations given to support the diagnosis (‘bad condition’) do
not seem to reinforce or weaken its strength. They are interpreted as
reformulations which are another way to say something without al-
tering the initial content. The difference between these two examples
is the contribution of the illustration: in the first example ‘easy to
use’ is rather vague and is reinforced by the example, whereas in the
second example ‘bad condition’ is more precise and remains at the
same strength level.

Let us consider other types of discourse relations such as the cir-
cumstance and justification relations. For example, given the stand-
point:
Ebola is a dangerous disease,
a justification may weaken a strong proposition, instead of support-
ing it:
[JUSTIFICATION in order to avoid any form of panic or, worse, of
bio-terrorism], the authorities of Guinea claimed that there is no risk
of proliferation of Ebola. In the following example, possibly with a
form of irony, the strength and polarity of ‘breakfast is excellent’ is
largely affected – if not reversed – by the contrast:
The breakfast is excellent [PRECISION with very imaginative exotic
fruit salads ] [CONTRAST but most of the products are not fresh and
most have passed their sell-by date ].

More complex – yet realistic – arguments associated with restric-
tions of various sorts make the identification of the overall strength
quite challenging:
[CONTEXT We stayed here for a one day conference off-season],
and the hotel was OK [CONCESSION - although the room I had
was kind of weird.] I think it was the sitting room to the suite on
the top floor [PRECISION - the bed was a fold-out bed, not com-
fortable, [CONCESSION (slept okay though)], and the coffee ta-
ble was small, dirty and pushed to the side.] [CONCESSION It did
have a lovely terrace though] - shame it was raining cats and dogs.
[RECOMMENDATION Not a great experience.]
Depending on customers’ preferences, this opinion can be judged to
be slightly positive or negative, in spite of the negative polarity of the
recommendation, which turns out to be the main argument. There-
fore, this opinion may either support of attack the standpoint I do not
recommend this hotel.

Evaluating the impact of discourse structures is therefore a very
challenging task. Even if the polarity and strength of each individual
structure can be evaluated, their combination with the main argu-
ment and their interactions when there are several structures is com-
plex and highly domain dependent. We are now exploring various
types of experimental protocols which could contribute to this anal-
ysis. The discourse structures shown in the examples are recognized
by our TextCoop platform with an accuracy of about 90% [14]. The
challenge is now to go into the semantics of each structure.

4.2 The impact of argument schemes on argument
strength

Another component to follow is to explore the inner structure of an
argument and the underlying scheme that has been used. [21], [13],

have identified and structured a large number of schemes which are
used in everyday argumentation. Some of them can be detected via
a linguistic analysis [5], [7]. These can provide information on the
strength of arguments. A number of schemes among the most fre-
quently encountered are reviewed in this section.

4.2.1 Argument from analogy

The typical form of arguments from analogy is as follows:
Premise 1: Generally, case C1 is similar to case C2.
Premise 2: A is true (false) in case C1.
Conclusion: A is true (false) in case C2.

For example:
It has been shown that vaccinating against malaria can be useless
in some cases; similarly, the vaccine against Ebola is not recom-
mended.
This sentence makes an analogy between two serious diseases and
tries to show that if the vaccine against one of these diseases is use-
less then the vaccine against the other is useless too. Some linguistic
cues marking analogy are: similarly, x is like y, doing x is as [adjec-
tive useful, dangerous, crucial] as doing y.

Metaphors can also mark analogy. For instance, Ebola is a war
which has to be fought. An analogy is made between Ebola and
war. This type of construction has often been used in literature, some
metaphors are now well-known and used in everyday conversations,
which proves that its rhetorical effect is high; as a consequence, ar-
guments from analogy may have a strong impact.

4.2.2 Argument from expert opinion

The typical structure of arguments from expert opinion is:
Premise 1: E is a reliable authority in the domain S.
Premise 2: A is a proposition contained in S.
Premise 3: E asserts that A.
Conclusion: Therefore, A.

An example of argument from expert opinion is :
Depression and anxiety should be taken seriously. The London
School of Economy reports that half of all illnesses in the under 65s
is mental.
In this example, the conclusions of a group of people who has exper-
tise in the domain of health are used to support the claim that mental
illnesses have to be taken seriously.

Arguments from expert opinion are marked by two linguistic cues;
first, nouns which name the expert, e.g. expert, doctor, economist,
politician etc.; second, constructions such as reported speech which
allow indicating the expert’s opinion, e.g. claim, warn, explain, in-
dicate, etc. The strength of these report verbs (as suggested in sec-
tion 3.2) must be taken into account in the scheme. When there is
no explicit cue, additional knowledge may be necessary to determine
whether a person is an expert. For instance, Stephen Hawking warned
against risks linked to the development of AI can only be understood
as being an expert opinion if one knows that Stephen Hawking has
long been working on Artificial Intelligence.

The opinion of experts is used in many cases to support a claim
since it is hard to contradict an expertise. As a consequence, ar-
guments from expert opinion have a strong impact. However, the
strength of the argument can be critiqued by questioning the knowl-
edge of the experts. For instance, in the above example, one may
wonder whether the London School of Economy definitely has ex-
pertise in the health domain (see also Section 4.2.8).



4.2.3 Argument from negative consequences

This scheme has the following form:
Premise 1: If an action leads to bad consequences, all else being
equal, it should not be brought about.
Premise 2: If action A is brought about, bad consequences will occur.
Conclusion: Therefore A should not be brought about.

Vaccinating people against Ebola has reduced their immune sys-
tem. This vaccine must not be used anymore.
is an argument from negative consequences.

Negative adjectives and nouns are usually found in the premise(s)
(here, reduce), while action verbs used in the negative form are used
in the conclusion (here, must not be used). However, these cues
are extremely domain dependent. Warning against negative conse-
quences can have a strong impact, but the nouns and adjectives used
can help determining how strong the argument is.

4.2.4 Arguments from examples

This scheme has the following form:
Premise 1: Example 1 is an example that supports claim P.
Premise 2: Example n is an example that supports claim P.
Conclusion: Claim P is true.

For example: It has been shown that the vaccine is not the right
solution. For example, two weeks after the injection, an old man died
and the foetus of a pregnant woman shown malformations.

Linguistic cues typical of the illustration discourse relation such
as for example, for instance, in the same manner can contribute to
detect the arguments from example. However, these cues are not al-
ways linguistically realized, for instance, the same argument could
be presented as follows:
Two weeks after the injection, an old man died and the foetus of a
pregnant woman presented malformations. The vaccine is not the
right solution.

Evaluating how this form of strength interacts with the others, pre-
sented above, requires some experimentation. It is not clear, for ex-
ample, if they all operate at the same level, or if some have a higher
weight.

The strength of the argument can be measured with the number
of examples used. The above argument has two premises (two ex-
amples) supporting the claim. The conclusion could be supported by
many other examples of people who badly reacted to the vaccine,
which would reinforce the claim that the vaccine is not the right so-
lution.

4.2.5 Arguments from position to know

This scheme has the following form:
Premise 1: Source a is in a position to know about things in a certain
subject domain S containing proposition A.
Premise 2: a asserts that A (in Domain S) is true (false).
Conclusion: A is true (false).

For instance: A British politic visiting Western Africa has revealed
that the number of deaths due to Ebola has dropped since the vacci-
nation began. Vaccinating populations must therefore continue.
In this example, the claim that vaccinating against Ebola must con-
tinue is supported by the opinion of a British political person. This
type of argument is close to arguments from expert opinion. How-
ever, arguments from position to know are weaker that arguments

from expert opinion because it is easier to question whether the per-
son who is being quoted has the right information.Similarly to argu-
ments from expert opinion, reported speech can help detecting argu-
ments from position to know.

4.2.6 Argument from popular opinion

Arguments from popular opinion take the following form:
Premise 1: Everybody is doing X.
Premise 2: X is a good thing to do.
Conclusions: Therefore, X must be the right thing to do.

As an example:
vaccination in general is a cheap and efficient way to get rid of major
diseases, therefore all populations exposed to Ebola must systemati-
cally undergo vaccination.

Linguistic cues referring to populations and group of people can
help detect arguments from popular opinion, e.g. the population, peo-
ple, individuals, everyone, all the persons, etc. The use of numbers
or percentages can also mark the strength of the argument. Similarly
to arguments from position to know, arguments from popular opinion
have less strength than the ones from expert opinion since the action
(or opinions) of groups of people can be discussed.

4.2.7 Arguments from cause to effect

This scheme has the following form:
Premise 1: Doing X will cause Y to occur or If X occurs then Y will
occur,
Premise 2: X is done or X occurs,
Conclusion: Y will occur.

The statement: A new vaccine has been developed which will lower
the number of deaths. The first vaccinations have begun last week.
Less farmers in the vaccinated area will die after its injection.
is an example of argument from cause to effect. This type of argu-
ment can be seen as an anticipation: future effects are foreseen; as a
consequence, linguistic cues to detect such arguments are uses of fu-
ture tenses or conditional. Anticipation has however little credibility
in many cases, as a consequence, arguments from cause to effect are
weak arguments.

4.2.8 Organizing schemes w.r.t. their strength

From the observations above, a tentative classification of argument
strength induced by argument schemes can be made. In our case, no
domain knowledge is considered, which could affect this classifica-
tion:
Strong: analogy, expert opinion
Moderate: negative consequences, from examples
Weak: position to know, popular opinion, cause to effect.

In Walton, each scheme is associated with a number of critical
questions which allow testing the soundness of the argument; these
can be used to attack the argument.For instance, the argument from
analogy has the following critical questions:
CQ1: Are there respects in which C1 and C2 are different that would
tend to undermine the force of the similarity cited?
CQ2: Is A the right conclusion to be drawn in C1?
CQ3: Is there some other case C3 that is also similar to C1, but in
which some conclusion other than A should be drawn?

Here are the critical questions for arguments from position to
know:
CQ1: Is a in a position to know whether A is true (false)?



CQ2: Is a an honest (trustworthy, reliable) source?
CQ3: Did a assert that A is true (false)?

The critical questions for arguments from expert opinion are:
C1: Is E a genuine authority?
C2: Did E really assert A?
C3: Is E an authority in the right field?

Evaluating the overall strength of critical questions per scheme can
be used to determine the strength of the scheme w.r.t. an argument.
An argument which has stronger critical questions could be a weak
argument (it can be easily attacked), or, on the contrary, it can be a
strong one (it is difficult to defeat it).

Finally, the problem of fallacious arguments can interfere with the
strength evaluation. For example, analogy is sometimes classified as
fallacious. As (Walton et al. 2008, p 49) note: ‘the problems seems
to be that argument from analogy is a plausible form of argument
only when it is used for guessing; it is not good enough to be used to
prove a claim.’ Evaluating fallacious arguments is a major concern in
argumentation, however, in practical situations like ours, this means
considering domain and general purpose knowledge and inferences.

5 CONCLUSION
In this contribution, we have surveyed a number of linguistic fac-
tors which contribute to the expression of argument strength. We
proposed a categorization and a model to structure lexical items
which may convey strength. We have outlined the elements which
are proper to argument strength analysis and those which may be
shared with opinion analysis. We have outlined, via a short experi-
ment their sensitivity to context, taken in its broader sense: including
the utterer, the listeners or readers, the domain and context of the ar-
guments. In a second part, we have explored the impact of discourse
structures and argument schemes on the expression of strength.

These different features show that it is difficult to evaluate a priori
the strength of a a proposition that supports or attacks an argument.
The weight of the different components of strength need a careful
experimental analysis, and their interactions with context require the
development of a model that includes language aspects as well as
knowledge and specific forms of reasoning.
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